
 



EDITORIAL 
 

Hello to all. You may notice in this months issue a lack of 
paranormal articles. We wanted the August issue to have 

a different range of articles in it including a special on 
Solar Flare activity as its recently been in the news and 

that a piece of electronic equipment of mine was recently 
frazzled by solar activity a number of weeks back.  

 
We are as busy as usual with investigations and TV work 
and hope to bring some spooky paranormal articles back 

next month. Hope you enjoy this issue... Steve Mera. 
 
 

SUB-EDITORIAL  
 

 

So the summer is perking up, lots of news items are 
popping up and many discussions throughout the 

paranormal and UFOlogical world. Sadly I heard that 
British UFO investigator Phillip Mantle has unfortunately 
left UFO Matrix magazine, I hope things are OK with Phil, 

Good luck to Malcolm Robinson who will be continuing 
the magazines publication. 

 
For me personally, its been silly season, Barmpot groups, Truthers 

and Sceptics are all at it, obviously they're boredom or lack of 
anything real to do, keeps them active in their armchairs. Me 

however, wished I had their time, but working nights and a family 
put paid to that. Don’t forget, if you'd like to email us a tale, story, 
article or any feedback, we'd be glad to include it in Phenomena 

Magazine. Be it 200 words, 1000 or 2000. 
 

Dave Sadler 
www.upia.co.uk 

www.phenomenamagazine.co.uk 

http://www.phenomenamagazine.co.uk 
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 Alias Salt and Green 
By Steve Mera 

In February of 1996 I was traveling 
back from a friends house in Old 
Trafford, Manchester when I saw 
something strange in the sky. Some 
unusual lights shot backwards and 
forwards before disappearing. I 
watched the lights for a minutes or so 
before they simply vanished, as if they 
had simply turned off like a light bulb. 
On arriving home I informed my 
partner and she told me that the 
neighbour next door had called round to 
tell her that Talk Radio were talking  
live to four students near Old Trafford 
Cricket ground who had apparently 
seen an unusual object in the sky. By 
the time I had turned the radio on and 
tuned into the right station I had missed 
the on air interviews. So, I went off to 
bed with the thought of contacting 
Manchester International Airport in the 
morning. 
 
The following day I telephoned M.I.A. 
to see if I could obtain any information 
in regards last nights sightings. 
Eventually I got put through to an Air 
Traffic Control officer who told me that 
the airport was in fact closed that 
evening due to runway maintenance 
and aircraft were diverted to East 
Midlands. I was also told that their 
radar would not have been pointing 
towards South Manchester so picking 
anything up would of been an 
impossibility.  

Finally the officer informed me that 
there had been no reported sightings to 
them. I thanked him for his assistance 
and put the phone down. I sat for a 
while thinking about what he had told 
me. Something just didn't sit well with 
me. I then decided to make an official 
reported sighting to them... (test there 
procedure, you could say). I got back in 
touch and this time talked with 
someone else. As soon as I had 
mentioned I wanted to report an 
unusual object in the sky over Old 
Trafford last night, the officer asked if 
he could go through some questions 
with me. I of course agreed. The officer 
sounded like he was reading questions 
from a Ministry of Defence sighting 
report form. He asked me if there was 

an unusual stillness in the air during my 
sighting and if I had noticed any 
unusual feelings. Odd questions, yet I 
was aware of these simply because its 
the exact questions on our own UFO 
sighting report forms at MAPIT. After 
he finished questioning me I asked him 
if there had been other reported 
sightings. He replied 'Yes, there had 
been quite a number of them last night 
and we were just about to contact 
R.A.F West Drayton'. 
 
Interesting... The first officer I had 
talked to just a few minutes ago had 
told me that there had been no reported 
sightings, yet this officer told me the 
opposite. What was going on...? I 
decided to contact several newspapers 
in hope of obtaining any details from 
witnesses that may have reported their 
sightings to them. One such newspaper, 
'The Area News, situated in Old 
Trafford, Manchester were very 
helpful. I talked with the receptionist 
who informed me that some of her staff 
had seen the unusual lights themselves. 
A reporter from the Metro News, a spill
-over of the Manchester Evening News 
telephoned me after leaving a message 
with them. He interviewed me for an 
article over the phone and afterwards he 
gave me the telephone number of a 
gentleman called Mike who was 
apparently one of the students that had 
been on the Talk Radio show and that 
he was a little reluctant to take with 
members of the media. 
 
I contacted Mike and told him that I 
was investigating the reported sightings 
in Old Trafford. At first he was alarmed 
that someone had obtained his 
telephone number. I stressed to him the 
importance of information. Mike was 
most upset that the radio station had 
given out his telephone number. I 
eventually convinced Mike to tell me 
what he had seen. I was in for a shock!  
 
It turned out the Mike and the other 
three students were not students at all, 
but on duty police officers. I couldn't 
believe my luck. The four police 
officers were on duty that night and had 
seen a strange object darting about the 
sky. Mike described the object as 
triangular shaped with a small square 
shape on the front of it. As they 
watched they could see that there was 
some type of metal structure 
underneath. The officers who worked at 
Talbot Road Police Station in Old 
Trafford were directly opposite 
Lancashire County cricket ground 
where the object was seen in the sky. 
 
Mike seemed very uneasy and told me 
that he had received a couple of 
telephone calls from people who 
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sounded official asking him questions. 
They called themselves Mr. Salt and 
Mr. Green. As I carried on with my 
questions, Mike suddenly said that he 
did not want to say anything more until 
he had checked me out. So... I gave 
Mike my name, address and contact 
telephone number  and asked him to get 
back in touch with me when he was 
satisfied as to who I was. Mike 
agreed... 

I wrote a couple of letters to 
Manchester International Airport in 
regards to the sightings in the Old 
Tafford area. I did expect to get a reply, 
However on the morning of February 
15th 1996 the telephone rang. I picked 
it up and there was a man on the other 
end of the phone claiming to be one of 
the Air Traffic Control officers at 
M.I.A. He asked for me by name and 
then went on to say, 'You will not get 
any further information and I advice 
you to leave this alone'. Then the phone 
went dead.  I couldn't believe what I 
was hearing... It was just like a scene 
out of an X-Files episode. What the hell 
was going on...? Whoever it was, he 
knew I had wrote to the M.I.A. Was 
this a legitimate warning??? 
 
Of course, like most investigators I was 
not going to allow this to put me off. I 
fact, his call did the opposite and fueled 
the fire. Again I got back in touch with 
the newspapers asking witnesses to 
come forward. I also rang Talk Radio 
and the man I talked to was completely 
aware as to what I was talking about 
but did not want to assist. He told me 
that they had received a number of 
phone calls and that they should not 
pursue the story. Wow! this 'was' 
turning into a conspiracy. I had also 
contacted R.A.F. West Drayton myself, 
but they would not divulge in any 
information, neither would the Ministry 
of Defence after contacting the Staff 2a 
- (the MOD UFO Reporting Desk). I 
eventually contacted West Midlands 
airport and asked them if they were 

There have been a few 
fakes around... 

The above video which is 
circulating the internet was 
taken in Manchester claiming 
to depict a triangular UFO in 
the sky. After conducted 
several hours of research it 
was discovered that this 
particular video allegedly 
taken on November 6th 2010 
was in fact a hoax. Created 
by a team of university 
students as part of a filming 
project... 
 
The footage and remarks can 
be found at: 
 
http://thatsreallywild.com/
ufos/triangular-ufo-over-
manchester/ 

A mass ufo sighting in Manchester, uk. 

Photo showing where the strange object was seen in the sky over Lancashire County 
Cricket Ground, in Old Trafford, Manchester. (Opposite Talbot Road Police Station). 



 Alias Salt and Green 
By Steve Mera 

aware of any unusual sightings in the 
Manchester area and I was instructed to 
contact a PR Office in London... How 
odd! The PR Office was not helpful 
either as they said no reported incidents 
had been logged. Was I ever going to 
get to the bottom of this? 
 
On February 23rd 1996 I received a 
telephone call from Mike. I was 
surprised, I didn't think I was going to 
hear from him again. Mike had 
apparently checked up on who I was 
and had talked with his fellow police 
officers and convinced them to meet up 
with me whilst they were off duty. An 
arrangement was agreed upon. We were 
to meet up at a known cafe in the 
Manchester area in a few days time. 
Mike finished by asking me if I had any 
contacts in the Police Head Office. I 
replied 'No, why'? Mike just said 'Never 
mind, I'll see you soon'.  
 
I still think Mike was a little suspicious, 
but why was he?  The following day I 
received a phone call from Mike again. 
This time he sounded most upset. He 
told me that two men had been to visit 
him and that he will not be meeting up 
with me and no longer wanted to talk 
about it. I tried to calm him down and 
said 'OK Mike, I understand, I don't 
want you getting in trouble, I agree its 
probably best for me not to meet up 
with you, but can I conduct a short 
interview with you over the phone just 
to get the details correct in our report, 
and then you can forget about the 
whole thing'? Mike reluctantly agreed 
and I conducted a short interview on 
the phone. I thanked Mike and told him 
not to worry. 
 
As the days past I managed to locate 
several witnesses. I visited each of 
them and got their information down on 
paper. I also, started to hear rumours of 
further UFO sightings on that night in 
and around the Morcambe area. I was 
going to have to check this out. 
After several weeks of investigating 
and travelling around the country I was 
able to compile an lengthy report... 
 
It all started on February 8th 1996, as I 
was driving home I spotted something 
odd in the sky. At that very time PC 
Gorden and 3 other police officers were 
on duty at the Trafford Police Station 
on Talbot Road, Old Trafford, 
Manchester. They looked out of a 
window and noticed a strange object 
darting about the sky before slowing 
and hovering over Lancashire Country 
Cricket ground. They were so intrigued 
as to what they had seen, they decided 
to tune their radio in to different radio 
stations in hope of hearing something 
about the UFO. 

They eventually came upon Talk Radio 
where someone had just rang in with a 
UFO sighting. Talk Radio gave out 
their number and urged people to ring 
in if they had also seen a strange object 
in the sky over Manchester. Mike, 
caught up in the moment telephoned the 
radio station and he was interviewed 
live on air.  
 
Mike described the object as being 
triangular with girder type structure on 
its underside. There were several lights 
on it, three large red apex lights and 
four smaller white lights grouped 
together in the middle of the object. 
According to the officers, the object 
was massive, and made no sound 
whatsoever. After a short time the 
object stopped and hovered over the 
cricket ground then suddenly 
accelerated to an amazing speed and 
performed aerobatics the Red Arrows 
would have been proud of. They 
watched the object for several minutes 
before it sped off in a southerly 
direction. 
 
It was not long afterwards I contact 
Mike and eventually conducted a brief 
interview over the phone. Mike told me 
that a couple of official sounding men 
had been in contact with him and were 
asking him questions, and that the men 
introduced themselves as Mr. Salt and 
Mr. Green. A second conversation with 
Mike took place about a week later and 
he had agreed to met up with me along 
with the other police officers, however 
the following day Mike contacted me 
again to cancel our arrangement. On 
that afternoon Mike had been visited by 
two men claiming to be Ministry of 
Defence officials. Mike asked them for 
I.D. and they clearly showed him their 
identification badges. The two men 
were smartly dressed in dark suits and 
introduced themselves as Mr. Salt and 
Mr. Green. (The same two men that had 
rang him earlier last week). Mike asked 
them in and they went through to the 
lounge and sat down. They told him 
that he should not of contacted the 
radio station. That he should have 
reported it to his superior officer and 
that there was a strict protocol in 
regards UFO sightings. He also should 
have never talked with a UFO 
investigator (myself). They went on to 
say that the unusual object was a top 
secret aircraft and the subject was 
considered extremely sensitive. They 
told him that he could lose his job if he 
didn't co-operate and that he had clearly 
broken protocols in regards how the 
incident was handled. 
 
Even though Mike was unaware of such 
a protocol, he gave no argument. At 
that, the two men stood up and said 
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they would be in touch with him soon 
and not to say anything to anyone about 
what he and the other police officers 
had seen. As soon as they left, Mike 
rushed to the phone and telephoned the 
other officers. He was surprised to find 
that the two MOD officials had already 
visited them earlier that afternoon. 
They all agreed that it was best not to 
talk about what they had seen. Mike 
contacted me and understandably 
cancelled our meeting. 

A few days later I talked with a friend 
who was a retired police officer and he 
informed me that he was aware of such 
a protocol for UFO reporting within the 
police force. There was a form that 
asked certain questions and then it was 
sent to the Ministry of Defence. Was 
this form the illusive MOD UFO 
Sighting Form...? I respected Mike's 
wishes and never contacted him again. 
But... that was not the end of the 
investigation. Further reports had come 
to light... 
 
Michelle Baker and Gary Lorton were 
travelling back to Michelle's mothers in 
Salford, Manchester on February 8th. 
As they drove down Barton Dock Road 
Gary looked up and saw a huge 
triangular object slowly cruising across 
the sky. They quickly turned the car 
around and watched as the craft met up 
with a smaller one and stopped over an 
industrial facility known as Cortholes 
Chemicals. They recalled a woman 
walking her dog who also stood 
watching the objects. They described 
them as massive mechanical type 
structures that hung in the sky without 
making a sound. They watched them 
for a few minutes before they slowly 
moved off towards the Carrington area.  
 
On learning of this I immediately 
visited Corthole Chemicals and talked 
with security officers. They grinned and 
said 'Oh yeh, our UFO'... On February 
8th security officers Graham Mitchell 
and Roy Burgess were in their guard 
house when Tom, a delivery driver 
rushed over to them pointing up to the 
sky. Roy and Graham stepped out and 
looked up. 

Another well known 
UFO incident over 

Manchester. 

In January of 1995, MAPIT 
became quickly aware of an 

incident that took place near 
Manchester Airport. A 737 
which was on approach to 
Manchester International 

when Captain Wills and first 
officer Mark Stewart 

witnessed an unusual aircraft 
rush past them... 

The day was dark, but 
visibility was 10 kilometers, 

when the Boeing began to 
approach the airport at about 

9 miles southeast flying at 
4,000 feet altitude. The pilot 
and his first officer saw the 

object almost simultaneously. 
It was lighted, and on their 
right hand side. They could 

clearly see the UFO through 
the windscreen and side 

window as it flew directly 
toward them. The first officer 

instinctively ducked: the 
object was so close to hitting 
the Boeing 737. Although the 
object was only visible for a 
few seconds, the first officer 

was certain he saw a dark 
object, wedge-shaped, with a 

stripe down its side.  

The object never changed or 
attempted to change its 

course. Naturally, the Boeing 
was being monitored by 

airport radar operators, and 
the captain of the aircraft 
immediately reported the 

near collision to the tower. 
The operator responded by 

telling the pilot that they had 
nothing unusual on their 
radar. The pilot and first 

officer both claimed that what 
they saw was not a bird, 

balloon, or kite, but a solid 
object. 

In the aftermath of the event, 
the pilot and his first officer 

compared notes on what they 
had seen. The captain held no 

doubts that he had seen a 
solid object, and thought he 

had seen multiple lights. The 
captain and the first officer 

both drew what they had 
seen, and the drawings 

depicted very similar objects. 

A very intense investigation 
was carried out by the Civil 

Aviation Authority. This was 
done for several reasons: One 

was to ascertain that no 
aircraft was in the area, and 

missed by the radar 
equipment. Also, authorities 

were anxious to determine 
just what the Boning 737 had 

encountered. The 
investigation into this 

question provided no results, 
and the UFO remains 
unidentified to date...  
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They couldn't believe their eyes. above 
them around 200 feet were two strange 
looking objects. There was a large 
one... it was huge, and a smaller one 
next to it. Both were triangular in shape 
with red and white lights on them. Roy 
rushed back to the guard house and 
telephoned Chris Keaton, the on duty 
night manager who also came out and 
watched the objects before they silently 
moved off. I was able to interview all 
who had seen the objects and Chris was 
kind enough to show me where they 
were in the sky. As he pointed up I 
noticed several security camera's 
around the facility, but as Chris said, 
'The damn things are all high up and 
pointing down at the guard house, 
security gates, the truck parking area 
and entrance doors. Not one of them 
would have been pointing up at the sky, 
otherwise, we would have had them on 
film’.  
 
Shame...  All in all, two security 
officers, four truck drivers, the night 
manager and around 16 other members 
of staff watched the two strange objects 
that night hang over their facility before 
moving off towards Carrington. 
 
Peter Wilson, a headmaster for a local 
Manchester school was out walking his 
dog with a friend on the evening of 
February 8th. He was walking along a 
dirt path by the side of the River 
Mersey in Broadheath, Altrincham 
when his friend shrieked. Directly 
above them was a huge triangular 
shaped craft, moving silently. They 
described the object as having three red 
apex lights and a large red light in the 
center of  the craft, which seemed to be 
detached from the object somehow.  

Peter was rather alarmed and reported 
the sighting to the local police station 
as soon as he reached home. WPC 
Allen took the call at Altrincham Police 
Station and told Peter that she would 
inform a couple of police officers 
which were in the area. The officers 

apparently attended the location but the 
object had mysteriously vanished. 
 
Of all witnesses I feel are credible, are 
sweet little old ladies. Mrs. Spittle, an 
elderly woman from Stretford, 
Manchester had been looking out of her 
flat window situated on Urmston Road 
on the evening of February 8th.  

She had been sat watching television 
when she heard a bit of a commotion 
outside. She got up and looked out of 
her window. There were a few young 
teenagers playing about outside. She 
thought nothing more of it and went to 
sit back down. However as she did, 
something up in the sky caught her 
eye... She was amazed to see a huge 
triangular craft flying at low level and 
moving slowly. She described the 
object having three bright lights on it 
and a large red light in the center. Mrs. 
Spittle lived on the third floor of a 
block of flats and had an excellent view 
of the object. She watched as the object 
moved slowly, then stop then dart 
backwards and forwards a few times 
and then stop again.  
 
Mr. Spittle watch the object for a 
couple of minutes before fetching a 
neighbour. Mr. Tompson from next 
door came into the flat and watched the 
object before it shot off towards 
Manchester Town Center. Both said the 
craft was huge, made no sound and 
moved as if it wasn't real... It would 
seem that a number of witnesses 
claimed to have seen the object/objects 
move off towards the Carrington area. 
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Even though Carrington is no stranger 
to UFO sightings I could not find any 
evidence to the object/objects being 
seen there. Of course, the unusual thing 
about UFO sightings are, why only 
several people seem to see them 
sometimes, when in fact thousands 
should have done? 

Adam Spencer a CID Police Officer 
and his father Ray, a retired police 
officer were out in Stretford that night. 
Adam had been watching an unusual 
light in the sky for at least 20 minutes 
whilst eating his tea at a local cafe. 
When he left he was surprised to see 
the light hovering in the distance over 
Manchester. Adam had seen many 
police helicopters and refuses to believe 
it was anything but unusual. He 
described the object as a dark triangular 
craft, illuminated with bright powerful 
white lights. Adam rushed to his car 
and grabbed his instamatic camera but 
on pressing it he realised that the 
batteries had gone flat. In his 
disappointment Adam wrote down the 
details of his sighting and both Adam 
and Ray later stated that they had never 
seen anything like it before. Ray who 
was a little bit of a sceptic said 'It was 
truly unusual'. 

It was now Apirl 1996 and rumours 
were circulating amongst investigators 
that R.A.F. West Drayton were alerted 
to the UFOs and had possibly 
scrambled some jets to intercept the 
mystery objects. By May of 1996 the 
Ministry of Defence had confirmed 
they did in fact receive several reports 
of UFO sightings throughout the area 
of Manchester and Lancashire. Other 
UFO groups across the North West 
were also a buzz with UFO reports of 
strange triangular crafts. 

In September of 1996 I visited 
Morcambe to conduct a lecture on 
UFOs and was surprised to learn they 
too had also had their fair share of 
triangular UFO sightings... 

To Conclude... 
 
It would seem that whatever 
visited Manchester back on 
February 8th 1996, had also 
dropped into Lancashire 
before disappearing. 

There were hundreds of 
sightings throughout the North 
West... 
 
Whatever the mystery objects 
were, the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) said they 
were not acknowledged on 
their radar. Manchester 
International Airport said they 
had not received any reports of 
UFO sightings and later 
seemed to change their story. 
They also said that the airport 
was shut that night in question 
when in fact, after talking with 
an aircraft enthusiast, I 
discovered that aircraft had 
been seen going in and out of 
the airport as normal that 
night. After contacting the 
MOD again, they informed me 
that they had never heard of a 
Mr. Salt nor Mr. Green and 
that members of their staff 
would not visit UFO 
witnesses... Period!  
 
They did however confirm that 
they had received a number of 
reported sightings throughout 
the North West. To date, there 
may be over 400 separate 
reported incidents. Incidents 
that still remain unexplained... 

Mrs. Spittle points to where she 
saw the object in the sky. 
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Above: An alleged artist 
impression of a flying disc that 
landed at Holloman AFB. 

You may have heard of the 
alleged Holloman AFB UFO 
landing which occurred in 1954 
or 1964 or (well, there have 
been a couple of dates when 
this is claimed to have 
happened). What seems to have 
been overlooked with this 
particular event is the 
appearance of the entities that 
reportedly disembarked from 
the craft – the so-called 'Large-
Nosed' Aliens or 'Large-Nosed' 
Grays.  
 
According to the descriptions 
(and artist's impressions), these 
entities don't look anything like 
'Grays' at all.  
 
Only a handful of UFO 
researchers over the years have 
mentioned these 'Large-Nosed' 
Aliens. Some speculated they 
come from Betelgeuse in the 
constellation of Orion. Some 
speculate that a treaty was 
signed with these visitors and 
that three (or more) humans 
left the earth with them. Some 
also speculate that the more 
commonly known Grays are 
manufactured by and are 
subservient to another alien 
species - possibly these 'Large-
Nosed' Aliens. 

Robert Emenegger appeared 
with Paul Shartle on the 'UFO 
Cover-Up Live' program back 
in 1988. Paul Shartle, who was 
the audio-visual director of 
Norton Air Force claimed that 
he actually saw the authentic 
Holloman footage…  
 
"I saw footage of three disc-
shaped crafts. One of the craft 
landed and two of them went 
away. It appeared to be in 
trouble because it oscillated all 
the way down to the ground. 
However, it did land on three 
pods. A sliding door opened, a 
ramp was extended, and out 
came three aliens. They were 
human size. They had odd gray 
complexions and a pronounced 
nose. They worn tight-fitting 
jump suits, thin headdresses 
that appeared to be 
communications devices, and 
in their hands they held a 
translator, I was told. The 
Holloman base commander 
and other Air Force officers 
went out to meet them." 

In February 1954, President 
Eisenhower had sneaked away from his 
duties as Commander In Chief to enjoy 
a weekend of golf at the Smoke Tree 
Ranch resort in Palm Springs. During 
his stay Ike seemingly vanished causing 
rumours to spread through the 
following journalists that he had 
suddenly been taken ill and had died. A 
cover story was put in place detailing 
how one of his dental caps had come 
loose prompting an unscheduled visit to 
his dentist. In fact, if the story is to 
believed and lets face it, it is a fantastic 
one, he had slipped away to meet with 
small grey aliens who heralded from 
Zeta Reticuli who called themselves the 
Etherians, at MUROC, later known as 
Edwards AFB.  
 

It was at this meeting that the President 
presumably made some extremely poor 
decisions. Perhaps his judgement was 
fatally flawed when faced with their 
advanced technology? For whatever 
reason, President Eisenhower signed 
the Treaty Of Greada, which would see 
the Etherians given carte blanche to 
harvest human DNA in what has now 
become known as alien abductions, in 
exchange for advanced alien 
technology.  
 
It was an agreement which he would 
come to regret as within months it 
became crystal clear that they had 
broken the treaty and were abducting 
humans on a global scale. It was to be 
almost exactly a year later that another 
meeting was to take place with ETs, 
this time claiming to come from 
Betelgeuse, Alpha Orionis, a red super 
giant which is the eight brightest star in 
the night sky. On the 9th February 1955, 
President Eisenhower announced that 
he was going quail hunting with his 
Secretary Of The Treasury, George 
Humphrey, and Clifford Roberts, and  

of UFO sightings which gave the film 
its title. In his early career Hynek, an 
astrophysicist, was a scientific adviser 
to the much maligned US Air Forces 
investigations into unidentified flying 
objects- Project Sign (1947-1949), 
Project Grudge (1949-1952) and the 
often spiteful and pernicious Project 
Blue Book (1952- 1961). Although 
initially a sceptic it was while 
interviewing witnesses and 
investigating UFO cases that he had a 
change of heart and began to take the 
prospect of genuine unknowns 
seriously, and as a result went on to 
found the much acclaimed Centre For 
UFO Studies (CUFOS).  
 

Another widely believed conspiracy 
surrounding Close Encounters which 
simply will not go away is that the 
movie is based on a real event that took 
place decades ago in New Mexico in 
1955. 
 
Years before the now infamous 
Roswell saucer crash another alleged 
incident took place fifteen miles outside 
Cape Girardeau, Missouri, in Spring 
1941, when a downed flying saucer and 
its occupants were recovered. This 
prompted the first meetings between an 
alien race, the greys, who claimed to 
come from Zeta Reticuli, a binary star 
system some 39 light years away, and 
humans. Recently some very dubious 
videos have began to appear on 
Youtube which purports to show this 
first meeting with an alien that has 
come to be known as Skinny Bob. 
However, it is a curious and often 
confusing incident which took place in 
1955 at Holloman AFB, home of the 
49th Tactical Wing, situated in the high 
desert of New Mexico, which really 
captures the imagination as if it was 
ever proven the implications for 
humanity would be truly astounding… 

 “If A Problem Cannot Be Solved, 
Enlarge It…”   Dwight D Eisenhower. 
 
It is often said that Hollywood big budget 
sci-fi movies are being used to 
desensitise us mere mortals to the shock 
that could be caused by the realisation 
that we are not alone in the universe. If 
the conspiracy theorists are correct. 
Films such as E.T, Independence Day, 
etc, are just part of a much bigger 
program which is indoctrinating us into 
accepting the reality of extraterrestrial 
visitation in preparation for full 
disclosure. In the history of science 
fiction movies no film has created more 
of a sensation than Steven Spielberg’s 
award winning 1977 blockbuster, Close 
Encounters Of The Third Kind, which 
tells of mankind’s first contact with 
advanced aliens in the shadow of Devils 
Tower in Wyoming.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So utterly convincing and compelling 
was Spielberg’s master piece that it 
wasn’t long before some theorised that 
he had been party to inside information 
on the subject of alien contact supplied to 
him by the elite he rubbed shoulders with 
in the Democratic Party in Washington. 
It is widely known that Spielberg is a 
major campaign contributor to the 
political party and has spoken in depth 
about UFOs and aliens with three 
presidents, namely Jimmy Carter, Ronald 
Reagan and Bill Clinton- all of which 
had their own personal UFO sightings… 
It was while at a private screening of E.T 
in the White House in 1982 that Ronald 
Reagan whispered in Spielberg’s ear, 
“You know, there aren’t 6 people in this 
room who know how true this really is.” 
 
Suspicions also surround a guest 
appearance in the movie by the Grande 
Fromage of modern ufology, J Allen 
Hynek, who quietly smokes his pipe and 
watches the neon light clad alien craft 
landing before initial contact is made 
with grey alien beings. It is fitting that 
Hynek makes an appearance in the movie 
as it is he who supplied the classification  
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would be staying at Humphreys cottage 
in Georgia. At 4.30pm Air Force One, a 
Columbine III airplane carrying the 
President, his wife, her mother, Clifford 
Roberts, George Humphrey and his 
wife Pamela, plus twenty aides and 
security staff, took off closely followed 
by a second plane full of press officers 
and journalists. The quail hunt was 
brought to an abrupt end when the 
heavens opened and it began to pour 
down so the President retreated to the 
warmth and safety of Humphreys 
cottage. His press secretary, James 
Hagerty, reported to the gathered mass 
of journalists that Ike had come down 
with a bad case of the sniffles and was 
sheltering at the cottage playing bridge. 
He was greeted with a loud cheer and a 
round of applause when he revealed he 
had organised an all expenses paid 
party for them at the Glen Arden 
Country Club. While the press partied 
the night away President Eisenhower 
crept away unseen and flew over night 
to Holloman AFB where he had a pre 
arranged meeting to keep with alien 
beings. For the next 33 hours the 
whereabouts of President Eisenhower 
would remain a mystery that exists to 
this very day.  
 
Although Ike and his entourage were 
aware of this extraordinary meeting the 
base commander, Colonel Sharp, seems 
to have been kept in the dark as the 
arrival of the ETs at his base appears to 
have totally caught him off guard. 
 
The early morning of Friday 11th 
February was warm and the skies clear. 
At 5.32am the bases Dopplar radar 
picked up three unidentified contacts 
entering their controlled airspace and 
tried repeatedly to contact and warn 
them of the dangers without receiving a 
response. After receiving nothing but 
static hiss three fighter planes were 
ordered to intercept the unknowns 
while Colonel Sharp contacted Edwards 
AFB and Wright Patterson to ask 
whether they were testing any top 
secret military aircraft in their vicinity. 
When the answer came back that they 
had nothing in the air at that moment he 
brought the base to a state of red alert. 
The radar tracked three objects in all, 
two which flew close together while a 
third followed on some five minutes 
behind them. As luck would have it a 
helicopter that was on a routine 
photographic mission was approaching 
Holloman and took film of the objects 
as they passed them by. They were 
described as being 25 to 30 feet across, 
were a bright polished silver in colour, 
saucer shaped and wobbled as they 
flew. Another camera crew on the 
ground ran off 600 feet of film as one 
of the objects descended in front of the 
San Andreas mountains and quickly  

Further descriptions given by 
Paul Shartle of the Holloman 

aliens: "big-nosed" tall 
humanoids with gray 

complexions and eyes with 
vertical slits, similar to cat 

eyes. They had thin, slit-like 
mouths and no chins. The 

Holloman AFB UFO landing 
event was featured in Robert 
Emenegger's/Alan Sandler's 
1974 documentary 'UFO's: 

Past, Present and Future', and 
in an updated 1979 version 

'UFOs: It Has Begun'. These 
documentaries were both 
narrated by Rod Serling. 

Towards the end of the 
documentary, a 'what if' 

scenario was presented to the 
viewer about a landing that 

could happen in the future, or 
perhaps already could have 

happened…  
 

"Let us look at an incident that 
might happen in the future, or 
perhaps could have happened 

already. The premise is that 
contact is made by 

extraterrestrial beings with 
representatives of the United 
States Air Force at Holloman 
Air Force Base in the deserts 

of New Mexico."  
 

Rod Serling goes on to narrate 
the Holloman landing event 

which consisted of illustrations 
of the landing and the aliens 
meeting Air Force officials. 

These illustrations were inter-
cut with actual footage from 

the base. At one point in the re
-enactment there is footage of 

a strange white-yellowish 
object descending towards the 

base, with the mountains in the 
background (some people have 

suggested it is part of the 
authentic UFO landing tape 

that slipped though). 

A Webpage (now offline?)  
claimed the above still, was a 

an actual frame of the 
Holloman film: This looks to 

be a video segment taken from 
a UFO documentary on The 

Learning Channel. As to what 
really went on at Holloman 
AFB, if anything remains a 

mystery which many a 
ufologist will continue to 

discuss... 

Details: Above Top Secret.           
An excellent website worth 

looking at. 

approached the base. Segments of this 
film were apparently supplied to author 
and film maker, Robert Emenegger for 
inclusion in his military sanctioned 
UFO documentary- UFOs, Past, 
Present And Future. Finally the saucer 
hovered ten feet above the ground, 
wobbled as three tripod legs descended 
before it landed with a hiss. Even as it 
was settling on the ground Colonel 
Sharp and two un-named base scientists 
were hastily crossing the tarmac 
towards the landed craft.  
 
As they neared a door opened in the 
side of the UFO before three beings 
descended steps and approached the 
base commander and his two aides. The 
alien beings were described as being 
small in stature, light blue in colour, 
had a prominent pointed nose and wore 
a rope like headband. They also spoke 
perfect English! After a brief 
introduction they followed Colonel 
Sharp into an internal office where the 
aliens presumably told him of their 
arranged meeting with the president. 
Their message was clear- under no 
conditions should we trust the greys 
from Zeta Reticuli, but of course 
President Eisenhower, who was at that 
very moment racing towards the base, 
had already made a deal with them. 
Their warning was near on exactly a 
year late! 
 
What happens in the following hours is 
unclear but it seems that the three alien 
beings returned to their craft, took off 
and retreated to a safe distance to await 
the arrival of President Eisenhower. At 
9.00am Air Force One touched down at 
Holloman and the pilot, Major Bill 
Draper, taxied the plane 75 yards back 
down the runway so it was as far away 
from the array of base buildings and 
hangars as was possible. To ensure no 
aircraft approached the strip the runway 
was declared constantly active.  
 
Although the Columbine III was way 
off in the distance many civilians and 
security staff watched what was going 
on through binoculars including the 
base commander and radar operator 
who watched the proceedings from the 
comfort of the control tower. No sooner 
had the aircrafts engines fell silent than 
two UFOs quickly approached, one of 
which stayed airborne surveying the 
scene while the other landed some 200 
feet in front of the Presidents plane. A 
door on the side of the saucer opened 
and President Eisenhower hastily left 
his plane and rushed across to the craft 
before entering without hesitating. It 
seems clear that Ike trusted these aliens, 
which he may have already previously 
met, as he ventured into the saucer 
alone without his security. For forty 
minutes the President and the aliens  

conversed about the dangers of nuclear 
weapons and stressed how the Zeta 
Reticuli grey aliens should not be 
trusted. The aliens offered to share their 
technology as long as he promoted 
peace and decommissioned his nuclear 
missiles, but this was rejected as the 
cold war was getting colder with each 
passing day. America could not leave 
itself unprotected.  
 
After the meeting the aliens 
unceremoniously left as quickly as they 
had appeared and Air Force One was 
dragged into a hangar where the 
President and Colonel Sharp gave a 
brief talk to 225 air force personnel at a 
connecting supply hangar concerning 
security. In essence they were warned 
not to say anything or speak out about 
the events of that day. 
At 4.45pm Air Force One took off from 
Holloman and circled above a 
residential area before heading back to 
Georgia where he landed at Andrews 
AFB at 1.00am the next morning, 
Saturday 12th February.  
 
It is said that between 1953 and 1955 
Dwight D. Eisenhower met with three 
different races of aliens and that he saw 
his first UFO while aboard a ship off 
the British coast in 1952. In fact, 
Eisenhower’s name has become 
synonymous with the UFO subject! It is 
also a fact that at this time UFO and 
alien fever became viral and caught the 
imagination of the general public. 
Hardly a week went by without the 
world wide media sensationally 
reporting a sighting causing mass 
hysteria in its wake. The age of the anal 
probe had well and truly arrived! The 
numbers of abductees and animal 
mutilations began to soar while national 
security seemingly clamped down on 
UFO sightings, sometimes going to 
ludicrous lengths to ridicule witnesses 
and dismiss their stories of meeting 
beings from beyond the stars.  
 
Nearly sixty years later as the trendy 
ufologists meekly call on governments 
around the globe to disclose what they 
know about the subject of UFOs, the 
impenetrable cloak of secrecy shows no 
signs of lifting. One wonders whether 
the cover up is to hide alien reality or to 
continue to conceal the fact that the 34th 
President of the United States, Dwight 
D. Eisenhower, a hero to all Americans 
and the commanding “5 star” General 
in the European Theatre Of Operations 
during WW2- an honourable man 
known for his decisive actions, is 
responsible for selling out the human 
race and causing misery and mental 
torment to those who are openly 
ridiculed for claiming to have been 
snatched from the warmth of reality by 
alien beings..? 
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PARANORMAL NEWS ON FACEBOOK 
VISIT PARANORMAL NEWS ON FACEBOOK TO GET THE LATEST NEWS 

A group chronicling all news from within the paranormal world. Ghosts, 
UFO's, Cryptozoological, Weird and much more will be added in its  

particular area. Due to Facebook rules and regulations and  
copyright protection, all news will be added as a link with  

a header explaining the link.   
 

Please add all links in the correct discussion group.  
Feel free to invite those you feel may find this tool of use or 

add links themselves. 

inner 
calling 

 
In the knowledge that we humans see 

things in different ways and with 
such a large topic to capture it was 
indeed a challenge for us all but if it 

helps confirm to others that there is a 
much wider community longing to 
unite, then our efforts have been 

worthwhile. Inner calling explores the 
concepts of human consciousness 

and awakening... 
 

 
INNER CALLING research documentary is free-to-view at the following link: 

http://www.innercalling.org/INNER%20CALLING.html 
 

DVD orders can be placed by visiting the following link: 
http://www.richtv.co.uk/innercalling.htm 

 
A fascinating exploration of human consciousness and exceptionally 

knowledgeable concepts in spirituality. A well presented DVD with a music 
score that gives it a real mystic feeling. This enlightenment or inner calling 

really does pose questions in regards human perception, innate abilities and 
the expansion of consciousness. It would seem that us humans are on the 
verge of great change and many are taking their first steps in this new and 
revealing development. Evidence grows in support of human abilities being 

limitless.  
 

The subject of psychology really does need to open new doors in regards the 
multitude of profound human experiences now more commonly reported. The 

evolution of human consciousness is now quickening its pace… 
 

 

 

The Other Sides of 

Don’t Believe, Don’t Disbelieve, Think! 

Paul Kimball is one of Canada’s leading UFO and paranormal researchers, both through his work 
as an award-winning documentary filmmaker (2005 EBE Awards for Best UFO Film and Best 
Historical Documentary for Aztec: 1948, 2007 EBE award for Best Historical Documentary for 

Best Evidence; nominated for a total of seven other EBEs from 2005 to 2007), and as a 
researcher, writer, and speaker. He has appeared on television, radio (Coast to Coast, CBC 

Morningside, Binnall of America, Strange Days Indeed, The Paracast) and in person at 
conferences and symposiums in Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, to discuss 
the UFO phenomenon and the paranormal. Paul also stars with Holly Steven's in the TV series 

'Ghost Cases', assisted by UPIA.                                                          
Visits Paul’s Amazing Blog Spot at:   http://redstarfilms.blogspot.com 

UPIA 
UNKNOWN  PHENOMENA  INVESTIGATION  ASSOCIATION 
 

ESTABLISHED IN 1998, THE UPIA ARE ONE OF THE 
LEADING ORGANISATIONS IN THE UK AND ARE AT THE 

FOREFRONT OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION OF THE 
UNEXPLAINED. TO LEARN MORE, FEEL FREE TO VISIT US 

AT OUR WEBSITE BELOW 

MAPIT 

UPIA ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ON FACEBOOK GROUPS 

MACHESTER’S  ASSOCIATION  OF  PARANORMAL  INVESTIGATION  &  TRAINING 

INVESTIGATIONS, ANALYSIS, RESEARCH MATERIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHS, DOCUMENTS, VIDEOS, COURSES 

AND MUCH MORE 

 
 

Rich TV have in house crew, editing suites and designers allowing us to create the perfect video to 
compliment your website.  If you require one web video for a single website or 25 web videos for different 
products we can script, design, film, edit and fit them into your website without you or your web designer 
having to change anything. Alternatively we can work with your web designers giving them our finished 

product and allowing them to create links and upload your new online video.                                                                    
Tel: 0161 975 6207 

http://theupiafiles.wordpress.com 

This blog has been developed to offer interested parties a honest and 
unbiased account of modern day paranormal investigation, Analysis of 
media reports and images and re-education regarding the likes of the 2012 
reports. It is also hoped we may change the mindset of most modern day 
paranormal investigators, and fans of Media driven paranormal tv shows, 
that all is not as it seems.  

Natural, medical, physiological, psychological and other areas of known 
means can result in most reported Paranormal and UFOlogical instances 

Unknown Phenomena Investigation Association 
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The phrase 'Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence' (SETI) says nothing at all 
about how to search. Traditionally, the usual ways and means have centred on using 
the radio part of the electromagnetic spectrum, and the engineering techniques and 
technology tried and true to radio astronomy to seek out new or established radio   
communicating civilizations.  

That is, we position radio telescopes to either target various    
    specific points in the sky at stellar objects that theory   
         suggest E.T. might be located around and might be  
             deliberately broadcasting from with a view towards  
                  interstellar communication, or just sweeping the  
                              sky willy-nilly in hopes of detecting  
                                   general radio leaking from civilizations 
                                       broadcasting, perhaps just for their  
                                         own use (radio, TV, radar)  
                                           somewhere out there.  
 
                                             SETI is based mainly on a  
                                               theoretical premise that  
                                                 technologically advanced  
                                                    civilizations - advanced  
                                                       enough to have radio  
                                                         communications - exist  
                                                           and can have said  
                                                             technology detectable by 
                                                               us at a distance. 
 
                                                             SETI has also searched   
  the optical and infrared parts of the electromagnetic  
  spectrum for signs of advanced extraterrestrial technology, 
  as well as trying several other approaches as well, like  
    looking for possible alien artefacts at various strategic  
      locations in outer space - like the asteroid belt or the  
        Earth-Moon Lagrangian points where objects so  
          positioned tend to have long duration stability. 
 
                          John Prytz takes a closer look... 



But SETI, after five decades of 
scanning the heavens for intelligent 
messages, have managed to come up 
with only one 'WOW' signal; one 
unknown signal, one unidentified 
signal, that unfortunately never 
repeated itself and thus couldn't ever be 
scientifically and properly verified. 

For some strange reason however, SETI 
scientists exclude alien artefacts that 
have any potential connection with 
UFOs, and closely related the concept 
of 'ancient astronauts'. That seems to be 
putting your SETI eggs in relatively 
fewer baskets than is necessary! I 
mean, SETI is trying to find 
extraterrestrial intelligence (ETI). If 
UFOs and/or ancient astronauts provide 
evidence or support for the existence of 
extraterrestrial intelligence, you'd think 
SETI scientists would include UFOs 
and/or ancient astronauts in their 
collective baskets. 

Now I'm not claiming here that UFOs 
provide the 'smoking gun' establishing 
proof positive for the existence of 
extraterrestrial intelligence. I am 
suggesting however that there must be 
something highly suggestive in the 
collective evidence over more than six 
decades of the modern UFO era that 
point to extraterrestrial intelligence as a 
plausible answer. 

So, what, to date, provides more 
plausible evidence or support for 
extraterrestrial intelligence - SETI or 
UFOs. 

So sorry to have to say this, but UFOs 
have a lot more extraterrestrial 
intelligence runs on the board than 
SETI, despite SETI being legit, 
accredited and accepted science and 
UFOs anything but. Despite that, the 
track record for UFOs as a bona fide 
ETI subject is way better than the track 
record for SETI. As even UFO sceptics 
(like SETI scientists) have to 
acknowledge, some 5% to 10% of all 
UFO sightings or incidents, from 
around the world, remain hard core 
UFO sightings or incidents after proper 
analysis (and thus remain plausible or 
viable candidates for the UFO 
extraterrestrial hypothesis or ETH) - the 
'unknowns' category. 

If 5% to 10% of all interesting-at-first-
glance SETI signals also proved, after 
proper analysis, to be legitimate 
'unknowns'; 'WOW' signals after the 
one and only one such 'unknown' ever 
recorded, that would really set the SETI 
community abuzz. That one SETI 
'WOW' signal has withstood the test of 
time - it remains a bona fide SETI 
unknown. My point is that each and 
every one of those 5 to 10% bona-fide 
unexplainable UFO incidents is, for all 
practical purposes, a 'WOW' event, 
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SETI Vs. UFOs. 
By John Prytz 

The Wow! Signal. 

The Wow! signal was a 
strong narrowband radio 
signal detected by Dr. Jerry 
R. Ehman on August 15, 
1977, while working on a 
SETI project at the Big Ear 
radio telescope of The Ohio 
State University. The signal 
bore expected hallmarks of 
potential non-terrestrial and 
non-solar system origin. It 
lasted for the full 72-second 
duration that Big Ear 
observed it, but has not been 
detected again. Much 
attention has been focused 
on it in the media when 
talking about SETI results. 

Amazed at how closely the 
signal matched the expected 
signature of an interstellar 
signal in the antenna used, 
Ehman circled the signal on 
the computer printout and 
wrote the comment "Wow!" 
on its side. This comment 
became the name of the 
signal. 

Determining a precise 
location in the sky was 
complicated by the fact that 
the Big Ear telescope used 
two feed horns to search for 
signals, each pointing to a 
slightly different direction in 
the sky following Earth's 
rotation; the Wow! signal 
was detected in one of the 
horns but not in the other, 
although the data was 
processed in such a way that 
it is impossible to determine 
in which of the two horns 
the signal entered. 

The signal came from a 
region of the sky lies in the 
constellation Sagittarius, 
roughly 2.5 degrees south of 
the fifth-magnitude star 
group Chi Sagittarii. Tau 
Sagittarii is the closest 
easily visible star. 

The signal was expected to 
appear three minutes apart 
in each of the horns, but this 
did not happen. Ehman 
unsuccessfully looked for 
recurrences of the signal 
using Big Ear in the months 
after the detection. 

In 1987 and 1989, Robert 
Gray searched for the event 
using the META array at 
Oak Ridge Observatory, but 
the mysterious signal was 
never to repeat... 

 

 

intense respect, or the operators that 
interpret those radar returns. 
 
If radar operators can be trusted to 
distinguish a flock of birds from an 
incoming ICBM or foreign military 
bomber intent on doing us a mischief, 
the reason the radar DEW line was 
established and manned during the 
Cold War; if radar operators can have 
entrusted to them the lives of military 
and commercial pilots, crew and 
passengers, then they must have the 
ability to tell an echo from a 
temperature inversion from a solid 
object - in this case the aircraft. If you 
fly, you entrust your very life to the 
ability of those radar operators to tell 
who's who; distinguish what's what. 
Sorry, but UFO radar returns are solid 
PHYSICAL evidence for the reality of 
unidentified flying objects. Contrasting 
SETI's PHYSICAL evidence with 
PHYSICAL evidence for the UFO, 
consider that in each case we have an 
object - SETI has the E.T. radio 
telescope; UFOs the UFO itself.  
 
In each case we have an 
electromagnetic event - SETI has radio 
waves; the UFO event has radar. 
In each case we have receiving 
technology - SETI has the terrestrial 
radio telescope; the UFO event has a 
radar dish. In each case we have a 
visual display - SETI probably has 
some sort of monitor or oscilloscope; 
the UFO radar return some sort of 
cathode ray tube (CRT) or monitor. 
Both displays can be captured for later 
and fuller analysis. That's the closest 
parallel regarding PHYSICAL evidence  

equal in potential to the lone SETI 
'WOW' signal. In the case of the UFO, 
the collective of 'WOW' events now 
number in the thousands to tens of 
thousands. As I said, UFOs have more 
'WOW' runs on the board than SETI. 

 
 

As an example, one such 'WOW' UFO 
event happened on the evening of 13 
March 1997 over the city of Phoenix, 
Arizona. Thousands of citizens, 
including the state's Governor, Fife 
Symington III, witnessed (and several 
filmed) an aerial display of a silently 
gliding formation of lights in the sky of 
unknown origin, now dubbed, not 
surprisingly, 'The Phoenix Lights'. 
Needless to say they remain 
unidentified, and you can get in-depth 
documentary coverage on YouTube. 
 
One other point, SETI scientists poo-
poo the UFO extraterrestrial hypothesis 
(ETH) saying there's no PHYSICAL 
evidence. Eye witness testimony counts 
for absolutely nothing. Well of course 
there is PHYSICAL evidence for the 
UFO ETH of the exact same nature as 
that would satisfy a SETI scientist of 
E.T. - after all SETI scientists look for a 
PHYSICAL signal which they can 
study at their leisure, not an actual E.T. 
in the flesh. Well, UFOs have produced 
PHYSICAL evidence because they too 
can, and have, produced a PHYSICAL 
signal - radar returns, and there exist a 
fair few bona-fide radar returns of UFO 
events that have, after due 
investigation, remained unidentified. 
Now the PHYSICAL evidence left 
behind by bona-fide UFO radar cases, 
those unexplained radar cases, deserve 



SETI Vs. UFOs. 
By John Prytz 

Is it E.T? 

Sydney/ Australia - Instead 
of listening to possible alien 

radio signals, Australian 
OSETI-Astronomers looking 
for possible intelligent laser 

pulses from distant 
civilizations have detected 

an unknown signal that 
could not have been 

identified yet. 
 

Contrary to the classical 
Search for Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence, (SETI) that is 

listening to intelligent radio 
signals from outer space, so 
called "OSETI" is searching 

for strong "optical" laser 
pulses or strong laser 
flashes. While SETI-

researchers dismiss the idea 
of crop circles being a 

communication from aliens 
because - according to Seth 

Shostak of the SETI Institute 
- alien visitors with the 

ability to travel to Earth 
would surely use a more 

sophisticated technology to 
communicate, such as radio 

transmission, the idea of 
OSETI turns this argument 

around (even if certainly not 
in favour to the much 

debated crop circle 
phenomenon):  

"For an advanced 
civilization, radio wave 

technology would be old hat. 
(...) My strong feeling is that 
if there are (extraterrestrial 

intelligence) civilizations out 
there, they will send the 

signal by laser pulses or 
laser flashes", explained Dr. 

Ragbir Bhathal head of the 
"OZ OSETI PROJECT" at 
the University of Western 
Australia in Sydney in an 

interview with The 
Australian...  

with SETI. Of course UFOs leave 
behind other PHYSICAL traces from 
films and photographs, to ground 
traces, electromagnetic effects, even 
physiological effects too. 

Another point is that say there's one 
extraterrestrial technologically 
advanced civilization reasonably close 
to by - say within 10 to 50 light-years. 
Say their radio transmission leakage 
window of (our) opportunity for (our) 
successful SETI is 100 to 200 years 
before all their transmission traffic is 
via fibre optical or other cable and the 
radio noise, their radio leakage, for all 
practical purpose ceases. So, our SETI 
has up to 200 years to point an antenna 
tuned at the right frequency and pointed 
in the right direction to log up a success 
story. 
 
Now, what's the duration of our 
extraterrestrial civilization's attempts to 
boldly go - interstellar exploration? 100 
years? 200 years? No, its way more 
than that because once started, even 
assuming the home planet goes kaput, 
exploration is ever ongoing. So the 
window of opportunity for us stay-at-
home terrestrials to detect these boldly 
going, interstellar travelling 
extraterrestrials (and sooner of later 
we'd be accidentally stumbled over 
even if we hadn't been detected before-
the-fact due to our bio-signatures - 
technological or otherwise) is also 
pretty unlimited. If extraterrestrials are 
not here now (via UFOs), then maybe 
there's some evidence they were here 
200, 2000 or 20,000 years ago; or 
maybe there will be evidence 
tomorrow. The argument doesn't really 
alter that much, if at all, no matter how 
many technologically advanced 
(capable of both radio and interstellar 
travel) civilizations there are. Radio 
leakage is short term; exploration is 
long term. Therefore, UFOs 
(exploration) are a better bet than SETI 
(radio leakage) in uncovering the 
existence of extraterrestrial intelligence. 
 
Now, don’t think that’s an attack on 
SETI. I like SETI; it's a good science. I 
wish SETI every success and if SETI 
manages to capture THE signal 
tomorrow, I'd be delighted. It's just that 

support and encourage any and all other 
search strategies. To support the search 
for extraterrestrial intelligence, there 
should be a scholarly examination of 
terrestrial mythology, especially 
religious mythology, for hints of ETI. 
For example, do all gods in all the 
worlds religious mythologies live in the 
sky (like Heaven, or Valhalla) and 
possess magical (technological) 
powers? 

Also, for once, there should be a 
serious scientific examination of the 
UFO data to determine once and for all 
if there is a case for some UFO events 
(like the Phoenix Lights) exhibiting 
ETI technology. 

Whatever investigation, including those 
into ancient astronauts and UFOs, that 
tells you that ETI exists, or once 
existed, or doesn't exist at all (and a 
negative result is as important as a 
positive one) is a part of bona fide 
SETI... 

——————————— 

SETI@home is a scientific experiment 
that uses Internet-connected computers 
in the Search for Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence (SETI).                             
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SETI isn't the only game in town. UFO 
research is not a replacement for 
traditional SETI, but complementary - 
if the discovery of an extraterrestrial 
intelligence is your goal.                                   

SETI scientists & UFO extraterrestrial 
hypothesis (ETH) hunters have 
something in common - they both need 
the deliberate or inadvertent 
cooperation of what they seek - aliens 
(if aliens they be). SETI scientists need 
that radio (or optical or infrared) 
transmission. UFO hunters need UFOs 
to just bloody well stand still, or at least 
have the decency to crash in a public 
location! 

In conclusion, I again wish to make it 
clear that I totally support radio, 
optical, and infrared SETI to the hilt. It 
is bona fide science. Nothing ventured, 
nothing gained is applicable here. 
Repeating myself, traditional SETI isn't 
the only game available, and I equally 

You can participate by running a free 
program that downloads and analyses 
radio telescope data.  
 
To find out more or to  
help out SETI, please visit:  
http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/ 
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Recent crop circles 2011 

Cow Drove Hill, nr Kings 
Somborne, Hampshire. 

Reported 18th June 2011. 

Bluestone Heath Road, 
Worlaby, Lincolnshire. 

Reported 18th June 2011. 

Winterbourne Stoke, 
Wiltshire.                               

Reported 20th June 2011. 

Winterbourne Stoke, 
Wiltshire.                 

Reported 21st June 2011. 

Stanton St Bernard, nr 
Alton Barnes. Wiltshire. 
Reported 21st June 2011. 

Westwoods, nr Lockeridge, 
Wiltshire.                            

Reported 21st June 2011. 

Honeystreet, nr Alton 
Barnes, Wiltshire. 

Reported 26th June 2011. 

Fonthill Down, nr 
Chicklade. Wiltshire. 

Reported 27th June 2011. 

Allington, nr Devizes, 
Wiltshire.                             

Reported 28th June 2011. 

Allington nr Devizes, 
Wiltshire.                               

Reported 28th June 2011. 

Charlbury Hill, nr Hinton 
Parva, Wiltshire.                       

Reported 29th June 2011. 

Barbury Castle nr 
Wroughton, Wiltshire. 

Reported 2nd July 2011. 

Walmsgate, nr Louth, 
Lincolnshire.                    

Reported 3rd July 2011. 

Honeystreet nr                     
Alton Barnes, Wiltshire. 
Reported 4th July 2011. 

Honeystreet nr                     
Alton Barnes, Wiltshire. 
Reported 4th July 2011. 

Milk Hill, nr               
Alton Barnes, Wiltshire. 
Reported 6th July 2011. 

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com 
http://www.bltresearch.com 



 

                                                                  
Werewolf hunt on Cannock Chase interrupted by dogging 
couples and angry youths. 

Paranormal investigators who descended on Cannock Chase for 
a documentary on the fabled werewolf that’s said to prowl the 
area had to flee after stumbling across stunned ‘dogging’ 
couples. And if that wasn’t enough, the crew were surrounded by 
angry youths - who believed they were swingers themselves - 
when they got to their car. 

It was more X rated than X Files when filmaker Damon Simms and his team came across couples seeking 
cheap thrills in the undergrowth at the German War Cemetery. The group were certainly confronted by the 
naked truth while hunting for clues during a late-night foray. Cannock Chase has long been a hotspot for 
sightings of strange phenomena, with reports of a strange wolf-like beast and big cats among the 26 mile 
woodland. But the mythical beasts aren’t the only secretive nocturnal inhabitants. It’s a favoured haunt for 
doggers and swinging couples from all over the country. 

“We went up the Chase with a team of researchers to try to get some evidence about these sightings,” 
Damon, 37, said. “But, unfortunately, we also had a bit of a problem with doggers while we were there. 
They were all in the bushes and it was obvious what they were doing. We moved on to other areas. It was 
wise to give them a wide berth. Unfortunately, we were then completely surrounded by gangs of youths in 
about six cars. They were hurling abuse at us and it got a bit nasty.“I think they thought we were a gang of 
doggers ourselves and started to shout abuse at us. Unfortunately, we had to move on again,.” 

Damon has been researching paranormal sightings over the Chase for a number of months. He is 
particularly interested in a glut of alleged werewolf sightings. He was interviewed last week by satellite 
paranormal show Mindscape TV about the phenomena. He is currently awaiting permission form Cannock 
Chase Council to investigate closed-off areas of the Chase. 

“We are looking at getting permission to investigate certain areas of the Chase. There are certain areas 
that might pose a health and safety risk, so we need to liaise with the council before we go there,” he said. 
“There has been a lot of interest in the film and a number of cable TV stations have shown interest in it and 
can’t wait for us to completed the project.” 
 
 
Woman allegedly beaten by Poltergeist. 
By Andrew Parker. 

A TERRIFIED mum told yesterday how she has been beaten 
for seven months by thug GHOSTS. Gaynor Issitt, 52, sleeps 
with 10 pillows covering her after repeatedly waking up with 
ghoulish fists punching her face and stomach. Mum-of-two 
Gaynor, who has called in a paranormal expert, claims the ghosts 
have tried to shove her down the stairs and set fire to her furniture. 
Her best friend, Lee Belton, 37, even woke up with black eyes 
after spirits attacked him when he stayed the night at the house in 
Braunstone, Leics. 

The photograph to the right shows the face of Lee Belton after being attacked by 
an unseen force. Gaynor said: "I can't even escape them when I leave. They pester 
me at Asda and followed me on holiday to Lanzarote." 

MAPITs Response - (We have received a piece of video and details in regards 
these alleged disturbances and so far we have not yet discovered evidence of the 
family’s claims. Numerous other paranormal investigators claim to have evidence 
of intelligent contact with the poltergeist type entity, however, we are at this 
moment a little dubious about such claims and the methodology of tests carried 
out...) 
 

Rare Meteorite unlocks secrets. 
By Jenny Eagle. 

A RARE meteorite which could hold secrets about the origins of the 
solar system has been handed in to a museum. The small rock, 
called Ivuna, is made up of chemicals which match the sun and is 
believed to contain raw materials from which the solar system was 
formed. Just 0.03 per cent of meteorites known to science have this 
composition, and Ivuna is thought to be the best example. Scientists 
hope it could answer the question of whether the chemical building 
blocks for life came from the stars. The meteorite fell in Tanzania in 
1938, and one stone weighing 705 grams was recovered. Up to now 
it was not available for in-depth research, because most samples 
taken from that meteorite are held by the Tanzanian government or 
private collections. Dr. Caroline Smith, meteorite curator at the 
Natural History Museum, said: "We hold one of the most 

comprehensive meteorite collections in the world, yet Ivuna has been a missing piece in the jigsaw. "If we 
can better understand the complex processes that occurred in our solar system over 4.5 billion years ago, 
we can apply this to other stellar systems where planets are forming today." Ivuna was handed in to the 
Natural History Museum in central London from a private collection in the U.S. by British Airways.  

Plymouth Herald 

Ahead of the imminent decision on badger culling in England, 
readers might ask themselves what do black cats and badgers have 
in common? The answer is that both have been persecuted for what 
amounts to superstition and hysteria. Today we are incredulous at 

the idea that black cats were once accused of witchcraft and 
causing bad luck, but now a similarly bizarre war is being waged 
on the humble badger. The idea that our wildlife holds the key to 

ending the TB epidemic in cattle was roundly disproved by the 10-
year study by the Independent Scientific Group – which concluded 
that "badger culling cannot meaningfully contribute to the control 
of bovine TB in Britain." Yet the calls for badger blood continue 
unabated – and could soon become reality. Whilst in Wales the 

new Government has decided to review the science, the future of 
English badgers lies in the balance. Officials in Westminster are 
due to decide on the fate of badgers in the next few weeks – and 
potentially sign their death warrant. The nightmare scenario will 

see thousands of them caged and shot – or chased around woodland 
by men with guns. 

Justin Kerswell: Campaigns Manager, Viva! 

———————————————————— 

 
 
 

Oz UFO Files ‘abducted’! 

AUSTRALIA'S military has lost all its dossiers on UFO sightings. 
In a case likely to spark mutterings about alien abductions Down 

Under, the Aussie defence department's own 'X-Files' have 
vanished. The disappearance came to light following a newspaper's 

freedom of information request. An Aussie newspaper had 
requested any documents mentioning sightings of UFOs or other 

"extraterrestrial organisms" in Australia. However, after two 
months of searching the archives, defence officials said the 

documents could not be found. 
 

———————————————————— 

Mystery object caught on film. 

SENSATIONAL new video has captured a UFO burning 
through the sky over Mexico.  

The mysterious object with two fiery tails was filmed plummeting 
towards Earth near Cuernavaca. The footage shot on June 29th was 
uploaded on to YouTube by a user named only as Kimdragon1. It 
shows the glowing orb which UFO watchers believe could be a 

meteorite up close as the cameraman zooms in from their car for a 
better look.  Last year the North of England was crowned the 

world's top hotspot for UFO sightings after they were snapped in 
Rotherham, South Yorks, Harrogate in North Yorks and Osgodby, 
near Scarborough, North Yorks. (MAPIT - I think in this case, it is 

an aircraft at high altitude with a sunlit illuminated contrail...) 
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Alleged UFOs near NASA's STS-135 Space Shuttle 8-Jul-2011. 

Strange lights were shown on NASA Live Broadcast flying near STS-135 
(ISS assembly flight ULF7), the final mission of the American Space 
Shuttle. STS-135 uses hardware originally processed for the STS-335 
contingency mission, as the Launch On Need (LON) rescue mission 
designated to support STS-134 was not ultimately needed. The mission 
launched on 8 July and is scheduled to land on 20 July 2011. It is rumoured 
that NASA tends to sell shuttles to Russia at at the same time unveil their 
new replacement... 

South African 'corpse' wakes up 

By Marco Longari | AFP – Sun, Jul 24, 2011  

A 50-year-old South African man thought to be dead woke up in a chilly 
morgue on Sunday and shouted to be let out, scaring off two attendants who 
thought he was a ghost, local media reported. "His family thought he had 
died," health spokesman Sizwe Kupelo told the Sapa news agency. "The 
family called a private undertaker who took what they thought was a dead 
body to the morgue, but the man woke up inside the morgue on Sunday at 
5:00 pm and screamed, demanding to be taken out of the cold place." 

This caused two mortuary attendants on duty to flee the building in the small town of Libode in the rural 
Eastern Cape as they thought it was a ghost. After calling for help and returning to find the man alive, an 
ambulance was sent to fetch the man who had "been exposed to extreme cold for nearly 24 hours" said 
Kupelo. He said the public should not assume that a sick person had died and contact a mortuary, the report 
said. "Doctors, emergency workers and the police are the only people who have a right to examine the 
patients and determine if they are dead or not." 

Wallmart Wonder.                                                                                                                                                                      
By Steve Markham 

Jacob Simmons and Gentry Lee Sutherland, an engaged couple from 
Anderson County, South Carolina were shocked to see the face of 
Jesus looking out at them from a Walmart receipt. They had bought 
some pictures from the store on June 12th and left the receipt in 
Sutherland’s apartment. Three days later, Simmons was leaving the 
kitchen after the couple had returned from a church service and 
noticed the receipt on the floor. “I was leaving the kitchen and I just 
looked on the floor and it was like it was looking at me.” said 
Simmons. “We had a message on knowing God, abiding in him,” 
said Sutherland. “If you know God, would you recognize him if you 
saw him?” The couple deny tampering with the receipt and hope 
that it will show Jesus to everyone who sees it. This story is similar 
to many that purport to show images of Christ, the Blessed Virgin 
Mary and icons from other religions on mundane objects.  

Assuming that the couple are genuine, they doubtless feel specially blessed to have been singled out as 
recipients of such a miracle but there are a few questions that are worth raising: Firstly, many people will see 
the image of Jesus in this receipt, however, not one of them will know what Jesus actually looked like. There 
are no useful descriptions of Jesus from Biblical texts and no evidence beyond these texts that he even 
existed in the first place. No historian living during the alleged lifetime of Jesus gives any mention at all to 
him. (And, before anyone mentions Josephus Flavius – he wasn’t even born until 37CE and wrote 
Antiquities in 93CE which is later than the Gospels!). So, no-one knows what Jesus would have looked like 
but it is very doubtful that he would display the typical European features given to him by Christian artists 
over the centuries. So this being an image of Jesus is in the eye of the beholder. 

Indeed, there are more direct comparisons that can be made of the image. It does bear a resemblance to self-
proclaimed Messiah, Charles Manson. Not exactly a person whom any good Christian couple would wish to 
have staring at them from their kitchen floor. To me it looks quite like the writer, Alan Moore, author or 
Watchmen, From Hell, V for Vendetta and many other successful graphic novels. And Dave Grohl from Foo 
Fighters. In fact, it looks like lots of people to me, but not Jesus – because I don’t know what he looked like. 
As to the miracle of the appearing image – the receipt has been produced on a thermal till printer. This type 
of printer uses heat to print the characters on the receipt. Exposure to more heat will blacken the receipt. I 
have seen the result of this from leaving a petrol station receipt in my car on a sunny day. When I returned to 
the car, the receipt was completely black.  

So a receipt left in a place with sources of heat, for example, a kitchen, could easily darken through exposure 
to heat. As patterns form, our natural tendency to look for significance in these patterns, pareidolia, kicks in 
and we see faces. In this particular case, the image is a very clear formation and I can’t help suspecting that 
the image has been ‘helped along’. Even if it hasn’t had human assistance, I do wonder about Jesus’ choice 
to manifest himself upon a Walmart till receipt.  

If we take what has been written about Him, I cannot see Him choosing to announce His presence on a 
product from a company that, amongst other things, practices money-lending. Jesus was very much against 
this sort of thing and the practice of lending money and charging interest, usuary, was always regarded as a 
terrible sin. Then there’s all the pork products. And guns. 

I don’t think he’d like Walmart very much. (Special Thanks to Kirst D’Raven for informing Phenomena Magazine of this news item). 

Boy of 14 survives meteor strike 

A SCHOOLBOY thanked his lucky stars after a meteorite 
hurtling to Earth clipped his hand. 

Gerrit Blank was heading to class when he saw a "ball of light" 
falling towards him. The pea-sized space rock left a three-inch scar 
on the 14-year-old's hand - and smashed a foot-wide crater in the 

pavement. 

The lad, of Essen, western Germany, said: "I felt a pain in my hand 
and it knocked me flying. Hit ... Gerrit shows scar and rock- 

(EuroPics). "Then there was an enormous bang like a crash of 
thunder." Scientist Ansgar Korte, of the nearby Walter Hohmann 

Observatory, said the chances of this incident was one in 100 
million. He said: "Most meteorites evaporate or land in water." 

The only other known person to survive a strike was a US woman 
in Alabama in 1954. 

———————————————————— 

Asteroid ‘Brushes’ past Earth 

A SPACE rock the size of a house missed the Earth by just 
7,600 miles on June 27th 2011.  

One of the closest encounters recorded.  The asteroid, called 2011 
MD, whizzed above the South Atlantic at 12,000mph and as near 
as communication satellites. Amateur astronomer Nick Howes, of 
Cherhill, Wilts, took pictures of it. He said: "It was blazingly fast." 

There was no danger of a collision with the 65ft-wide asteroid.  
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WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
Beyond Best Evidence: The UFO Enigma is a feature-length documentary that will take the cases 
shown in Best Evidence, as well as a couple of new ones that highlight what appear to be some of 
the more "high strangeness" aspects of the phenomenon, and explore with the three key possible 
explanations with world's leading experts on the subject, as follows: 

1. Extraterrestrial Hypothesis - This explanation maintains that UFO sightings represent proof of 
visitation to Earth by advanced extraterrestrials from another world, most likely within what 
proponents term of "local galactic neighbourhood." 

2. Interdimensional Hypothesis - This explanation maintains that UFO sightings involve visitations 
from other "realities" or "dimensions" that co-exist alongside our own. It also holds that UFOs are a 
modern manifestation of a phenomenon that has occurred throughout recorded human history, 
which in prior ages were ascribed to mythological or supernatural forces and creatures. 

3. Psychosocial hypothesis - This explanation maintains that UFO Sightings can be explained by 
psychological or social means, examples of which include wishful thinking, hallucinations, hoaxes, 
and misidentification of prosaic objects, such as satellites, aircraft, or natural phenomena.  

To learn how you can help and more information, visit: 

http://www.indiegogo.com/ufo 

Many Thanks, Paul Kimball. 

 

Interested in becoming a paranormal 
investigator...? It seems this subject is 

quickly becoming one of the most 
recognised pastimes in the UK. 

 
A thorough and in depth look at the subject 

of paranormal investigation, collecting 
data, interviewing techniques, on site 

surveying and environmental tests, 
administration and report forms, analysis, 
using equipment in the right manner, the 
scientific approach and parapsychology. 

You can find out all this and much more in:  
 

THE PARANORMAL 
INVESTIGATORS HANDBOOK 

 

 

PARANORMAL 
MAGAZINE 

 

In each issue of Paranormal 
Magazine, we hope to bring 

you examples of such 
phenomena at work and 
even more besides. If we 

can supply possible 
answers, we will, so stay 

with us because the journey 
may prove to be all you ever 

hoped for. 

 

OUT NOW! 
WWW.PARANORMALMAGAZINE.CO.UK 

Steve Mera takes you on another journey into the world of the Strange and 
Profound. This book contains a number of investigations Stephen has 
carried out as well as concise information pertaining to investigation 
techniques and details of some of the many things that have been  
reported to him throughout 25 years of investigating... 
 
Available at Blurb.com for just £6.95 
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PRESS RELEASE 
New Paranormal EMF Meters available in the  UK 

 
The Mel Vibe (£129.99) has all the features of the 
original Mel Meter but is also highly sensitive to 
measure vibrations. The Mel REM ATDD (£189.99) 
features a hot and cold spot alarm, red flashlight, 
EMF radiating antenna and glow in the dark 
buttons. What makes the Mel REM ATDD Model 
so uniquely different from other EMF meters is that 
it can detect AC/DC EMF fluctuations and ambient 
temperature changes using the special Radiating 
EM Field (REM) and Ambient Temperature 
Deviation Detection (ATDD). 
 
“TomsGadgets is the paranormal one stop shop for 
paranormal and ghost hunting equipment and we are 
the only stockists of the MEL meters in the UK.”  
Tom Cook, Managing Director of 
TomsGadgets.com 
 
Mel 8704R Pro Navigator, Mel 8740R Vibe and Mel 
8704R REM ATDD are available from 
www.TomsGadgets.com.  
 
TomsGadgets is the gadget store with a difference, 
supplying a full range of quality corporate products 
all under one roof. 
 
For further press information, please contact: 
Alex Woodfield 
TomsGadgets 
0845 456 2370 
a.woodfield@tomsgadgets.com  

 

 

If you are one of those people that struggles in accepting the official line (or lie) 
of what this world is all about . . . If you get the feeling we are more than just a 
twist of fate in a skin and bone suit . . . And if you think we are being 
deliberately dumbed down by a ruling elite who are terrified of us remembering 
that we are pure genius and have the power to take our planet from prison to 
paradise . . . then you will flow with this book like a cork in a river. 
It follows the characters lives from the blissful realms of the after life (pre 
incarnation) through their eventful journeys on the planet and back home again.  
 
The main character Juan, fourteen years of age and holidaying in the mysterious 
mountains of Las Alpujarras, Southern Spain, has his safe and cosy existence 
torn to shreds by the chance meeting (if you believe in chance) of the mountain 
wizard Alfonso.  

With great tenderness he explains how a hidden hand is controlling every aspect 
of our lives. Chem-trails, vaccination scams, undisclosed cancer cures, 
suppression of the senses, mind control and plans to depopulate the planet are 
all presented to a devastated and bewildered child.  

Will it prove too much for him? Or can he follow the simple truths and solutions offered by Alfonso and not only 
survive this critical period of time, but thrive and lead a revolution of mass awakening?  A roller coaster read and a 
universal handbook for truth seekers everywhere.  

A very interesting book, story based but with many conspiratorial issues. Certainly gets you thinking. Well worth a 
purchase. Phenomena Magazine. For more details please visit: 

http://wearewakingup.org/ 

TomsGadgets is proud to announce the addition of two new models of the Mel 
Meter to their EMF product range. The Mel 8704R Vibe and the Mel 8704R 
REM ATDD are made in the USA and are designed exclusively for paranormal 
use. The original Mel Pro Navigator Meter 8704R (£89.99) is the only meter that 
can measure both EMF and temperature simultaneously. The Mel Meter 8704R 
was first developed by Gary Galka of DAS Distribution Inc as a way of 
communicating with his daughter Melissa, following her death. The Mel was 
even named after her; the year of her birth (87) and the year of her death (04) 
hence the name Mel 8704. 

http://www.TomsGadgets.com�
mailto:a.woodfield@tomsgadgets.com�


 

Richard Holland is the 
editor of the ghosts and 
folklore website Uncanny 
UK and the former editor  
of Paranormal Magazine.  
A journalist of more than 
20 years’ experience in 
newspapers and magazines, 
he is the author of five 
books, including ‘Haunted 
Wales: A Survey of Welsh 
Ghostlore’ which is shortly 
to be republished by the 
History Press. To read 
more of his articles, and 
those of other authors on 
the subject of the 
supernatural in Britain, 
please visit : 
 

www.uncannyuk.com 

My view was – and is still – that such 
entities cease to belong to 
cryptozoology once it has reasonably 
been established no living animal was 
involved in the sighting. Even Tony 
‘Doc’ Shiels, who brought the Owlman 
to everyone’s attention in the 1970s, 
doubted it was anything other than a 
supernatural entity (if it existed at all) 
and this has been the consensus since. 
If it had been a flesh-and-blood animal, 
imagine the size of its nest and the 
amount of droppings they’d have 
needed to clean off Mawnan church 
tower! 

It’s the same with the Black Dogs: they 
are too big and too weird to be real 
animals, and they don’t behave like real 
animals either. Until recently they 
tended to come under the banner of 
‘ghosts’. But ghosts of what? Certainly 
not of any dog currently known to 
science, since even the common or 
garden variety is enormous and sports a 
fine pair of glowing red eyes.  
 
This supernatural-natural world clash 
was only one inspiration for my 
editorial, however. I was also 
concerned about the dogma beginning 
to surround ghostlore, particularly the 
presumption that ghosts are necessarily 
spirits of the dead, or at the very least 
records of past personalities or events. 
Black Dogs fit neither of those 
presumptions, and yet they have been 
among the most commonly reported of 
all types of ‘ghost’ over the years (they 
are therefore Dog-ma busters). 
Nowadays we have become used to 
thinking of a ghost as being the 
remnant of a specific personality – ‘the 
apparition of Sir So-and-So’ or ‘the 
spirit of a murdered servant girl’, for 
example – or that they echo a particular 
incident, usually dramatic or tragic in 
nature.  

Spookology - Who Put The Norm in Paranormal? 
By Richard Holland 

Ghosts didn’t always follow such tidy 
rules, however. In 1911, for example, 
Welsh folklorist John Ceredig Davies 
wrote about a lonely moor in Mid 

Wales where ‘a poor old woman had 
been murdered’. The murder ‘was 
supposed to account for the spot being 
haunted’ – but not by the victim or her 
killer, as we might expect.  

In the way-back-when of my time  
editing Paranormal Magazine, I jokingly  
coined the term ‘Spookology’ in one of my  
editorials. I was writing in response to a  
certain amount of reader confusion regarding the likes of 
the Owlman, Black Dogs and other weird things that 
inhabit the twilight world of the paranormal.  
Some readers were lumping in such entities with 
cryptozoology, a subject matter they had little interest in. 
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Instead the scene of the tragedy was 
haunted by a ghost ‘which appeared 
sometimes in the shape of a cat, at other 
times as a man on horseback’.  

Quite illogical! To our rustic ancestors, 
however, ghosts, goblins and weird and 
creatures were indistinguishable. They 
were all lumped together into one scary 
package. They were all spooks. 

I’ve started using ‘spook’ as a handy 
word for anything really weird and 
inexplicable, in particular any ghostly 
phenomenon that fails to fit the 
paranormal norm. Not that there should 
be any norms in a field so strange and 
esoteric, I feel, but as I see it the 
supernatural is becoming increasingly 
codified, with the casual use of terms 
like ‘grounded spirits’, ‘residual 
haunting’, ‘elementals’ etc bolstering 
preconceptions in an area of research in 
which we still, truly, understand very 
little. 

In a recent edition of Phenomena, Peter 
McCue highlighted just one class of 

ghost that make little sense in a 
spirit-centred view of the 
supernatural, those of trains, 
planes and automobiles. 
Apparitions like these are good 
examples of spooks. 

Spooks appeal to me not just 
because they challenge 
preconceptions but also because 
they’re fun and often scary (or 
is that the same thing?).  

In the coming months I intend 
to use this space kindly supplied 
by Steve and Dave to explore a 
range of weird and inexplicable 
sightings and unusual 
experiences culled from ‘many 
a quaint and curious volume of 
forgotten lore’. I hope 
‘Spookology’ will prove 
intriguing, surprising and 
entertaining. If nothing else it 
should serve as a reminder that 
it’s way too soon to start 
normalising the paranormal... 

Illustration © ElizaIllustration 2009 

STRANGELY HAUNTED: 
This lonely moor near 
Ystradgynlais, Mid Wales, 
was patrolled by a shape-
shifting ghost which bore no 
clear connection to the 
murder that created it.  

Photo © Richard Holland 2004  

http://www.uncannyuk.com/�
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THE TRUTH MAY BE OUT THERE! UFO’S OVER MANCHESTER. A NEW AND FASCINATING DOCUMENTARY THAT 
REVEALS HOW MANCHESTER, UK HAS BECOME A HOTBED FOR UFO ACTIVITY. 
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Are you prepared for Emergency Survival following a Solar Storm? 
By William Tonkin & Steve Mera 

Solar Storms are coming, Emergency 
Survival knowledge, and Preparedness 
are key. You may be asking questions 
like, "Exactly what is a solar storm, 
and how can it affect me and my 
family?" "What emergency survival 
knowledge should I know about?" "If 
preparedness is the key, then what 
should I do?"  

So what is a solar storm? Well solar 
as you might have guessed refers to an 
event involving our sun. A storm is 
defined as a violent disturbance of the 
atmosphere. But instead of the 
disturbance occurring in the form of 
thunder, lightening, or precipitation, it 
is in the form of charged particles that 
are ejected from the sun. These charged 
particles travel in large clouds that can 
carry up to ten billion tons of plasma. 
These clouds are also called Coronal 
Mass Ejections (CMEs), when they are 
released from the sun. 
 
The particles in a CME (ions and 
electrons) are electrically charged, 
which means they also feel magnetic 
forces. Under normal circumstances 
these particles would be deflected by 
the Earth's magnetic field or our shield 
if you will, and the survival of our way 
of life would not be in jeopardy. 
According to researches sponsored by 
NASA our magnetic field often 
develops two holes that allow huge 
leaks. These leaks can allow up to 
twenty times more particles to pass. 
You might be thinking that this sounds 
like a bit of an emergency. Hold on 
we're not done yet. The number of 
particles breaching this shield depends 
on the orientation of the sun's magnetic 
field. When the Sun's and Earth's 
magnetic fields are in alignment the 
largest breaches occur. The sun's 
magnetic field changes direction every 
cycle. 
 
In the summer of 1859, on August 28th, 
the magnetic fields of the sun and earth 
were in such an alignment. Solar 
observers of the time noted the 
development of numerous sunspots on 
the sun's surface. Sunspots are the 
originating point of CME's. They are 
regions of extremely intense magnetic 
fields that are intertwined and can 
suddenly release energy in a violent 
solar flare. There was no anticipated 

doom or emergency on September 1st, 
1859, when the sun released a 
mammoth solar flare. For nearly an 
entire minute the intensity of sunlight 
produced at the region of the flare 
actually doubled. The CME resulting 
from the solar flare itself contained an 
extremely intense magnetic field that 
was oppositely charged to that of 
Earth's magnetic field. The result was 
the Earth's magnetic field was 
overwhelmed allowing charged 
particles to penetrate into the upper 
atmosphere.  

There was very little need for solar 
storm preparedness in 1859. The only 
technology that was susceptible at that 
time was the Telegraph. The CME of 
1859 or the Carrington Event, as it has 
come to be known, gave a jolt to some 
telegraph operators, and some of their 
offices even caught fire. So there was 
no emergency or threat to survival; life 
in 1859 pretty much went on as usual 
with the slight inconvenience of no 
telegraph messages for a while. 

Imagine our society today, and how 
dependant we are on electronics, and 
power transmission. How would we 
react if suddenly all of that was taken 
away by one of these CMEs? 
According to a report by the National 
Academy of sciences, if such a storm 
occurred today, we could experience 
widespread power blackouts with 
permanent damage to many key 
transformers. A CME could very well 
occur during the next solar maximum 
and could be more intense than what 
happened in 1859. Our very survival 
could be on the line.  

Our Sun is emerging from an unusually 
deep solar minimum. That is when the 
sunspot, solar storm, and solar flare 
activity are at their lowest levels in the 
sun's eleven year cycle. This is 
significant, because it means we are 
now entering one of the most active 
solar maximums in recent history. 
Solar Maximum is when the sun 
reaches its peak in its cycle for sunspot, 
solar storm, and solar flare activity. 
That means bad news for the survival 
of our society's electronics, satellites, 
and power grids. Why does this Solar 
Maximum spell certain disaster for our 
way of life? In addition to the increased 



 

Are you prepared for Emergency Survival following a Solar Storm?
By William Tonkin & Steve Mera.

This in essence could turn our way of 
life back about 100 years, as the 
resulting blackouts could last for 
months or much longer! John 
Kappenman, CEO of Electromagnetic 
damage consulting company, points out 
that when our high voltage transformers 
blow, they can't be fixed in the field. In 
many cases they can't be fixed at all. 
The wait time right now to order and 
receive a new transformer is one to 
three years. So imagine how long it 
could take to replace most or all of the 
transformers in the nation if we get hit 
by a massive CME. To protect our high 
voltage transformers from the effects of 
a solar storm, huge resistors could be 
installed and attached to each one. It 
may be too late, however, to protect 
enough of our transforms to save our 
power grids. 

Based on the preceding solar cycles, the 
current Solar Maximum should occur 
late 2012- early 2013. Mausumi 
Dikpati of the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is 
forecasting the Solar Maximum to peak 
in 2012. Solar physicist David 
Hathaway of the National Space 
Science & Technology Center 
(NSSTC), however, believes it will 
arrive sooner. History shows that big 
sunspot cycles ‘ramp up' faster than 
small ones. 

You may be asking questions like: 
"What steps is our government taking 
to prepare for a massive solar storm or 
CME?" "Is this threat real?" "How do I 
prepare my family for survival of an 
event like this?"  

Stocking up on water, food, candles 
would be the obvious first choices. 
Keeping warm may also be a problem 
for some people, so gas bottled heaters 
may come in handy. Some could even 
get hold of fuel and generators, but a 
note of caution. Try not to stand out too 
much as those who have not prepared 
may become desperate and try to take 
your belongings for themselves. Stay 
off the streets as best you can, stay 
away from shopping areas as these are 
likely to become targeted for looters 
and new laws may be temporarily 
introduced in an attempt to deal with 
the increased crime...    Sleep Well... 
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solar activity, expected during the upcoming solar maximum, the Earth's magnetic field has two holes in it that allow particles streaming out from the sun to 
breach this shield. Because the solar particles are electrically charged, they are usually deflected by Earth's magnetic field during a solar storm. Our magnetic 
field, however, is a leaky shield and the number of particles breaching it is about twenty times more than normal. The Earth's thermosphere has also collapsed to 
an unusually low level. It always cools and contracts when solar activity is low, however, the magnitude of the collapse was two to three times greater than low 
solar activity could explain during the last solar minimum. John Emmet of the Navel Research Lab, states "something is going on that we do not understand".  

 
Normally the thermosphere, which 
ranges in altitude from about 54-360 
miles, intercepts extreme ultraviolet 
photons (EUV) from the sun before 
they can reach the ground. As solar 
activity increases, solar EUV warms the 
thermosphere, causing it to expand, or 
puff up like a marshmallow over an 
open fire. This heating can raise 
temperatures to as high as 1400 K—
hence the name thermosphere. It has 
begun expanding again, but it has a 
huge deficit to recover from, allowing 
EUV much closer to the ground than 
usual. 

Since the beginning of the space age 
the overall length of high-voltage 
power lines spanning North America, 
has increased nearly ten times. This has 
effectively turned our power grids into 
a giant antenna for geomagnetically 
induced currents produced when we get 
hit by Coronal Mass Ejections 
(CME's). In a report put out in 2009 by 
the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation and the US Departments of 
Energy, in regards to our modern power 
systems they concluded there is a 
"significantly enhanced vulnerability 
and exposure to effects of a severe 
geomagnetic storm." 

Think about all of the things in our 
daily lives we take for granted like 
Television, GPS, Internet, and Cell 
Phones. We are dependent upon 
electricity for our survival. A CME, or 
solar storm could knock out the 
national power grids, which provide 
electricity for all of our modern 
technology. The survival of our 
satellites, and communications could 
also be at risk. Simple things like filling 
your car up with petrol or going to the 
shop to buy something could be chaos 
due to petrol pumps being electronic 
along with cash tills and registers. 
Electrical power loss could mean that 
generators that run pumps may come to 
a stand-still which means it could even 
become difficult to get water out of 
your taps, let alone heating, cooking 
and the adverse effect to world 
economy due to communication and the 
internet crashing. Obvious disasters 
would also be waiting to happen as 
aircraft struggle to maintain flight. 
Well... I guess you get the picture... 



LAPIS Conference 2011 Review 
By Dave Hodrien 

For those of you who don’t yet know 
me, I am the chairman and investigator 
for Birmingham UFO Group in the UK, 
which has been running since late 2007. 
I have been interested in the paranormal 
since an early age, and looked into 
UFOs in more depth from around the 
age of 12. Since becoming a UFO 
investigator I have looked into over 300 
UFO sightings and ET contact cases. 
My written reports on these cases can 
be found on the BUFOG website. I host 
regular monthly group meetings and 
online contactee support discussions. 
 
I have given talks at numerous 
conferences around the UK and Ireland. 
However early on the morning of 
Saturday 11th June 2011 I and my 
friend Chris set off from Birmingham 
on our journey to Blackpool for the 
yearly LAPIS (Lancashire Anomalous 
Phenomena Investigation Society) 
paranormal conference – a conference I 
was attending rather than speaking at. 
 
It was a fantastic sunny day and the 
roads were nice and clear. This year the 
conference took place at the Carousel 
Hotel right on the seafront, just a short 
distance along the main promenade 
from Blackpool Pleasure Beach. As we 
arrived around 9.30am, both Blackpool 
Tower and “The Big One” rollercoaster 
were in plain sight. 
 
The conference took place inside the 
main bar room of the hotel. This was 
really nicely furnished and well lit, a 
comfortable location for two days of 
lectures. There was also another side 
room where a number of merchandise 
stalls had been laid out. 

We almost immediately bumped into 
Paul Vella, who was billed to speak 
first at the conference and a friend of 
mine, Mike Rutter from Rapport 
magazine and Witness Support Group. 
After socialising a while with them 
over a coffee, we then caught up with 
some of the other speakers including 
Malcolm Robinson, Mike Hallowell 
and Rob Whitehead. Prior to kick off I 
also had a good look round the 
merchandise room, where I was pleased 
to once again meet up with contactee 
Mike Oram, who was also on the 
speaker line up. 

Dave Hodrien   
Birmingham UFO Group 

The Birmingham UFO 
Group was established in 
2006 by Mark Martin & 
Craig Lowe who had both 
researched the UFO subject 
in depth for many years. 
They met Dave Hodrien in 
2007 and appointed him the 
role of Lead Investigator in 
2008, Due to his hard work, 
determination and 
commitment Dave was 
nominated the position of 
Group Chairman in 2009 
and to this day orchestrates 
the groups activities and 
future.  

In 2010 he teamed up with 
Richard Hall                           
(http://www.richplanet.net) 
and now investigates UFO 
cases which are reported 
via his website as well as 
via BUFOG. Dave's official 
reports on these cases can 
be found in the Reported 
UFOs section on the 
BUFOG  website. 
 
It is their aim to bring the 
truth of the UFO reality to 
the public domain, to 
provide the fascinating 
evidence to all those that 
are listening. Above all else, 
they are there to help and 
advise those with 
experiences they cannot 
explain and to reassure 
them they are not alone.  

Ufology attracts dis-
information from the press 
and media, and often 
receives ridicule from the 
general public, which tends 
to encourage witnesses to 
keep quiet. They will treat 
everyone and every case 
with discretion and the 
sincerity it deserves. 
 
Please feel free to contact 
us. 
 
http://bufog.blogspot.com/ 

The afternoon began with a talk from 
Jon Ronson, investigative journalist and 
author of numerous books including 
“The Men Who Stare At Goats”, which 
has since been made into an excellent 
comedy film starring Ewan McGregor 
and George Clooney. Rob has looked 
into numerous unusual fringe subjects 
including remote viewing and the 
Bohemian Grove ceremony (which he 
managed to sneak into with Alex 
Jones). However his lecture mostly 
focused on psychopaths, the subject of 
his latest book. He covered the various 
officially recognised signs of madness, 
and explained how some of these signs 
were quite ridiculous and could be 
attributed to most people in one way or 
another. His talk was both interesting 
and amusing. 
 
Next Mike Hallowell took to the stage. 
He warned at the start of his lecture that 
it was not really suitable for children, 
and he wasn’t joking either! Mike’s talk 
was about an ongoing case of a family 
who were being plagued by poltergeist-
like activity that clearly had malicious 
intent and was far from friendly. 
However Mike put the activity down to 
a demonic entity from folklore know as 
a Brag, as some of the activity fitted in 
with this. This activity, unexplained 
sounds and footsteps, laughing and 
voices heard over the telephone and 
actually in the household, fires which 
had burst out of nowhere, and a cloud 
like mist which was witnessed in the 
hallway that actually rained urine all 
over the floor and stairs, before hoof 
like markings appeared walking up the 
stairs one step at a time. The most 
disturbing incident of all was where one 
of the family had been beaten around 
the face by an invisible assailant while 
Mike was speaking to another family 
member over the phone. He played the 
unpleasant audio recording of this  

After claiming some nice comfy seats 
towards the back of the room, we 
settled down to listen to Paul Vella, 
who gave a fascinating first talk on the 
“Minnesota Ice Man”.  This was a 
sideshow attraction which was put on 
display around the USA in the late 
1960s, and appeared to be a caveman/
bigfoot like creature encased in a block 
of ice. Many people believed it was real 
and was the missing link. Over the 
years various people claimed to have 
been involved with the discovery or 
death of the ice man, and Paul went 
over their claims in detail. He 
personally believed it to be a clever 
hoax made by a special effects studio 
rather than an actual creature, however 
scientists were never given the chance 
to thaw it out, and then it mysteriously 
vanished without trace, so we will 
probably never know for certain either 
way. 
 
After Paul’s lecture there was then a 
break for lunch. We decided to explore 
the local area and find a shop to buy 
some food. It wasn’t long before we 
discovered a number of art sculptures 
on the promenade including a giant 
mirror ball which was brightly 
reflecting the sun’s rays.  
 
This became the subject of some great 
photo opportunities, as you can see! 
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music festivals so this really didn’t 
bother me too much. The worst part 
was waking up due to the early 
morning light. We checked the clock 
and found it was 6.15am. Knowing that 
we would probably not be able to drop 
back off, we decided to grab the BBQ 
from the boot and walk back down to 
the sand dunes to cook some breakfast. 
It was hard work hulking all the gear 
down there, but worth it in the end. 
Chris’s BBQ skills are commendable. 
 
By the time we returned to the hotel it 
was 9.30am and other people were 
milling about. We met back up with 
Malcolm and headed back to the mirror 
ball for some more photos. Malcolm 
was speaking a second time so we then 
had to return to the venue so he could 
get set up. He began at 11.00am with an 
entertaining visual talk on supposed ET 
photographs. This was just the ticket 
for those of us who were still 
recovering from the previous evening! 
Many of the photos shown were rather 
dubious, but there were still a few that I 
felt could be the real deal. 
 
The next lecture was by Oll Lewis, and 
was all about the beast of legend known 
as the Kraken. Oll covered many of the 
theories as to the origins of the creature 
and explained why many of these could 
not really explain it. During the lecture 
he showed a number of old drawings of 
the Kraken. The legend goes that a boat 
of sailors moored on the back of the 
beast assuming it was an island. After 
lighting a fire, the Kraken dived below 
the waves and many of the men were 
drowned. Oll presented an interesting 
theory of his which suggested that the 
Kraken was actually an island, but the 
tide had risen very fast giving the 
impression that it was a huge creature 
slowly diving underwater. 

Dave Hodrien - BUFOG 
Chairman & Investigator 

 
I have been interested in 

UFOs for the past 20 years, 
and for a long time have 

believed that the phenomena 
is real and occurring world-

wide. I look at the subject 
with both an open and 
analytical mind. Since 

becoming the lead 
investigator for the 

Birmingham UFO Group, I 
have personally investigated 

hundreds of UFO sightings 
and contact experiences, 

many from around the area 
of Birmingham, but others 
from elsewhere in the UK 

and abroad.  
 

I have a particular interest 
in the contact aspect of this 

subject, and work closely 
with a hypnotherapist 

during particular 
investigations. 

 
I am experienced in giving 

lectures on cases I have 
investigated, and have 

spoken at numerous 
conferences. If you would 

like to book me for a talk, or 
wish to discuss an 

experience you have had, 
please contact me via  

E-Mail: contact@bufog.com 
 

http://www.bufog.com 

equipment. (Above Photo: Malcolm 
Robinson on the left and myself to the 
right). In actual fact, the prize would 
surely have come in handy, as after a 
few more drinks I, Chris, Malcolm and 
Mike Rutter decided to head on out to 
some nearby sand dunes and end the 
night with a short sky-watch. It was 
quite a mild evening with a relatively 
clear sky, ideal sky-watching 
conditions! It took about 10 minutes to 
walk to our destination. After facing the 
perils of numerous sand covered 
pathways while under the influence of 
alcohol, we ended up at the highest 
point of the dunes, which gave a great 
view of the surroundings and also out 
over the sea. In the distance we could 
see numerous ships lights. 
 
Initially there was very little activity in 
the sky. We caught sight of one distant 
plane and then spotted a single satellite 
on its course across the sky. But then 
suddenly we noticed a bright white 
light heading inland from the West. It 
was definitely in the atmosphere, no 
higher than 3000 feet. However as it 
got closer we realised there were no 
additional navigation lights on it at all, 
nor could we hear any sound coming 
from it. We had cameras but were too 
busy debating whether or not it was a 
plane to take a photograph, and I am 
certain even if we had, it would not 
have come out against the night sky. I 
was surprised to find out that even 
Malcolm thought it looked unusual. We 
had to conclude that it was unidentified, 
therefore it was a UFO. A short while 
after the light vanished into the distance 
we decided to call it a night and 
returned to the hotel. 
 
Chris and I had decided in advance to 
save money by sleeping in the car. I’ve 
had many years roughing it at various  

conversation, as well as a number of 
EVP (Electronic Voice Phenomena) 
recordings. One of the most impressive 
aspects of the case was the fact that the 
police had got involved and had not 
only witnessed some of this activity 
first hand, but had allowed for their 
identities to be revealed. This certainly 
aided in backing up the validity of the 
case. 
 
The final speaker of the day was 
Malcolm Robinson from Strange 
Phenomena Investigations (SPI). 
Malcolm is an accomplished and well 
versed speaker with many years 
experience in the field, and his lectures 
are always a joy to listen to. His lecture 
was entitled “The Weird and The 
Wonderful”, and covered many varied 
experiences and incidents. These 
included his own UFO sightings and 
efforts to find the Loch Ness monster.  
He then covered the curse of American 
actor James Dean’s car. James lost his 
life in the car during a fatal accident. 
However after his demise there were 
many other accidents and fatalities 
linked to the car in various ways, 
leading people to believe that it was 
cursed. Malcolm also covered a 
terrifying séance he had personally 
been involved in where lots had taken 
place he could not explain, and a 
photograph from Chile which claims to 
show a live Extraterrestrial walking 
across a road. He then went on to talk 
of other UFO cases including a silver 
disc that was seen from the window of 
an aircraft, and another saucer-shaped 
craft that was seen by the crew of a ship 
out at sea. He ended his talk by 
covering a case where a woman’s car 
had seemingly collided with an 
invisible force of some kind which had 
crumpled the side of the car without 
causing any damage to the paintwork – 
very bizarre; 
 
And so ended the first day of lectures, 
but the fun was far from over! We 
headed outside a while for some drinks 
in the early evening sunlight, and a chat 
with Malcolm, Mike and Paul. I also 
met the presidents of the Scarborough 
UFO Society (SUFOS). 
 
After a short while, the merchandise 
room had been cleverly transformed 
into a “Meet the speakers” buffet room. 
The food was really good, and after 
dinner and drinks it was time for a 
thoroughly enjoyable paranormal 
themed quiz. With Malcolm Robinson 
on our team we came a respectable 
second place, and were only one point 
away from being declared the winners. 
We were just pipped to the post by 
Mike Hallowell and Oll Lewis, who 
won a load of sky-watch related 
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The afternoon began with a rather 
unsettling lecture by Rob Whitehead. 
He spoke about the case of the 
“Women In Blue” which took place in 
the 1990s. This involved many 
incidents where women and 
occasionally men would visit people’s 
houses claiming to be social workers. 
They would ask for permission to 
perform an intimate examination of the 
children, and would occasionally 
attempt to take the child away into 
custody. This happened many times 
around the area of Yorkshire and a 
number of times elsewhere in the UK. 
It made the papers on numerous 
occasions and the police released a 
number of photo fits of the suspects. Its 
unclear what the suspected motive was, 
but after following some leads Rob had 
been informed of a completely different 
motive, one with bizarre implications. 
 
The last speaker of the conference was 
the ongoing contactee Mike Oram. 
Mike has had experiences since the age 
of four, and has had numerous meetings 
with a Nordic being named Telos, who 
he refers to as his “space brother”. I 
have heard Mike speak before of his 
experiences, and he is always 
fascinating to listen to. He gave a brief 
overview of some of his many 
encounters, but focused mostly on two 
particular experiences.  

Above: Mike Orams fascinating book - 
Does It Rain in Other Dimensions? 
 
Firstly he described something which 
had happened recently and which he 
had not spoken of before. One evening 
at his home he received a psychic 
message which told him to go outside 
with a camera and take photographs. 
He sensed that something was leaving 
the Earth for a while, perhaps a 
particular group of ETs, and that some 
kind of event was taking place. He took 
about 40 photographs.  

To learn more about what 
LAPIS do or to monitor for 
future conferences, please 
visit there excellent website 
at: 

www.lapisufo.com/  

The Lancashire Anomalous Phenomena 
Investigation Society (LAPIS) is a 
Blackpool based group of like minded 
individuals whose mission is to 
investigate ufological, paranormal and 
anomalous phenomena using the 
scientific method. LAPIS was founded 
in the mid 1980s by Joseph & June 
Dormer who were among the leading 
UK investigators of their day... 

Above: Photo of Mike Oram. 
 
On some of these photographs he saw 
what looked like white orbs of light 
shooting upwards with trails running 
behind them. He showed these unusual 
photos during the talk. 
 
The second part of his lecture focused 
on the events which had happened to 
him and his wife in Nevada while 
visiting the gate of Area 51 and the 
Little A’le’inn. Incidentally I got 
married at the black mailbox back in 
February 2010, but that’s a whole other 
story! During his visit Mike felt that 
things were amiss and experienced 
some periods of missing time. Because 
of this he decided to get regressed. 
Under regression he stated that he had 
been chased down by a military vehicle 
with a device on the back that had 
opened a portal. He was taken through 
this and found himself in a building 
with many military personnel, and 
something was placed on his head. It 
seemed like the military had known he 
was a contactee and wanted to obtain 
something from his mind. The odd 
incidents which happened later on 
turned out to be a visitation by Telos, 
another Nordic and a short Grey-like 
being. Mike’s lecture was a fascinating 
way to end the conference, and I 
enjoyed every minute of it. 
 
After saying our goodbyes we stepped 
outside the hotel to find ourselves in a 
heavy downpour of rain. I felt glad that 
the weather had held off until now 
otherwise the weekend would have 
been far less fun. Despite the rain and 
tiredness, our spirits were raised by the 
memories of the last two days as we 
began the long drive back to 
Birmingham. It was certainly one of the 
most varied and enjoyable paranormal 
conferences I have attended, and I look 
forward to seeing what next year’s 
conference will bring... 
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BUFOG Cannock Chase Skywatch  
Cannock Chase in Staffordshire has long been known as one of the UKs UFO hotspots. There was a UFO flap in the area in the late 80s – early 90s which 

included a very well known Flying Triangle sighting. On Saturday 10th September Birmingham UFO Group has decided to arrange a sky watch there for all 
who are interested, whether you are a BUFOG member or not (Note: Cannock Chase is 34 mins drive from Birmingham)  

We intend to initially meet up at the bar at The Barns hotel between 6.30pm-7.00pm. Then at 7.30pm around sunset head up to a location out on Cannock Chase 
with very good sky visibility. There is no set end time for the sky watch. One of BUFOG’s members will be bringing with them a BBQ – he says if you bring 

some food with you he is happy to cook it!  

Check List:  

Warm clothing , Waterproofs just in case , Digital/video camera (preferably with low light or night vision settings), Torch, Binoculars, Notepad & pen, Food 
and drinks. For further information or to confirm you are planning to attend contact Dave Hodrien on davehodrien@bufog.com or 07531106281. Please find 

attached maps and photographs of The Barns and the skywatch location. 

Check Out The Birmingham UFO Group Website at: 

http://bufog.blogspot.com 

Date: Saturday 17th September,  

Meet Up Time: 6.30-7.00pm  

Meet Up Location: The Barns, Cock Sparrow Lane, Cannock WS12 4PB  

Sky Watch Location: Just off Broadhurst Green Road, Teddesley Hay, WS12 4  
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The Big Awakening Conference - A Review 
By Jade Ashcroft, Matthew Stevens  & The Phenomena Magazine Team 

A REVIEW OF THE EVENT THAT TOOK PLACE AT MIDDLETON 
ARENA IN MANCHESTER ON JUNE 18TH 2011 

For all those that are yearning to learn the truth about the origins of mankind and the true history of our planet 
that has been long suppressed , ‘The Big Awakening Conference provided in depth knowledge and teachings 
from an expert line up of dedicated professionals, armed with the data needed to connect the dots of the 
mosaic we call existence. Those that attended You will leave The Big Awakening conference were refreshed, 
empowered and ultimately armed with the fundamental knowledge needed to survive the drastic transition we 
are going through as a race. There is no more time for turning a blind eye to the tyranny we see running amok 
in the world. We are nearing the end date of a great year universal cycle which provides those that are awake 
and in tune with the higher resonance of natures purity and truth, the opportunity to elevate to a higher level of 
being!. You all have an urge to follow the trail for truth and do what is righteous otherwise you wouldn’t be 
reading this text now…  

NOW! Is the time to act and prepare yourselves for the future we inevitably face as a result of our own 
contribution to the motions of natural law. Those that don’t act now risk the chance of being left to incarnate a 
hundred times over into a world that they have ultimately neglected.  

Matthew Stevens                                                                                                                                                          
The Big Awakening Conference Organiser                                                                                                   
I.C.A.N (International Conscious Awareness Network                                                                                               
http://www.icanplanet.com 
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The Big Awakening Conference - A Review 
By Jade Ashcroft, Matthew Stevens  & The Phenomena Magazine Team 
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Jade Ashcroft: Due to unforeseen 
circumstances we arrived halfway 
through the first lecture. Which was a 
shame because Lee's talk presented 
material based around Zacharia 
Sitchins work "the lost book of Enki", 
an area of research that I am very 
interested in. Great star battles, the 
birth of Humanity, Sumeria, and the 
hidden history of Planet Earth.  

You can watch this presentation on 
Lee's Youtube channel at:                                  
http://www.youtube.com/
jehuty2001#p/u/1/3t9_rm1gAq0 

Comparative linguist and symbologist 
Pierre Sabak gave an interesting talk 
about the hidden symbolism of the 
Dragon. Discussing the interconnected 
nature of words and certain symbols 
recurring in different languages, 
Sabak has spent the previous seven 
years researching this subject in great 
depth. The result of his work so far 
culminates in his new book "The 
Murder of Reality" from his 
Serpentigena Series.  

During the discourse he briefly 
explained Double talk, or coded 
cyphers being used in language. Harry 
Potters Snake Speak or Parcel Tongue 
sprung to mind. Some of the 
information seemed contradictory, to 
me anyway, purely as it demonised and 
cast negative connotations over and 
over. Perhaps reading his book at a 
later date might clear up the confusion 
on my part. Overall a deep and multi 
faceted presentation, beckoning you to 
open the door to a different perspective 
in terms of understanding the 
construction of symbols and their 
purpose. 

Phenomena Magazine: We have 
secured future reviews of Pierre 
Sabak’s books starting with The 
Murder of Reality; coming soon. We 
hope to be working with Pierre in the 
not so distant future. So... Watch this 
space... 

Jade Ashcroft: Robert Green delivered 
a moving speech on the topic of the 
Hollie Greig scandal in Dumfries in 
Scotand. Green has fought for justice 
on behalf of Holly Greig since she 
spoke out about being sexually abused, 
and the truth about the shameful 
attempts to cover-up the incident. A 
truly shocking case of paedophilia in 
which the accused is coincidentally the 
presiding sheriff at the hearing of the 
case in court? The information 
presented in the hour Green addressed  

the audience is unfathomable. He 
touched the hearts of his audience with 
the plea for assistance, however small. 

Help out by signing the Official 
Petition: Justice for Hollie Greig and 
Robert Green at:                                        
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/
official-greig-green-petition/ 

Ian R Crane is no stranger to the 
podium. His background as a salesman, 
amongst other things, becomes 
apparent when you see his back catalog 
of products. He and other authors 
detail information on a range of 
subjects for those interested in 
uncovering secret agendas. Crane 
opened with explanations of the Codex 
alimentarius, and the global food code.  

Even though his commentary comes 
across as witty, these are dead serious 
matters. If this is something that you 
haven’t heard about it is a scary can of 
worms to open. Going against nature in 
every way the big companies are all 
about making a profit. From Big 
Pharma to those that decided seeds 
should only germinate once. Crane 
gives plenty of leads for further 
research. Illuminating and highly 
informative. 

Michael Tsarion on Posthumanism and 
the Manipulation of reality. The wealth 
of information presented by Tsarion 
was worth the ticket fee alone, and took 
time afterwards to fully digest. He 
delivered an outstanding performance 
on a range of interconnected subjects 
through the eye of philosophical needle, 
with the thread of rational objectivity. 
Areas of particular interest were the "I" 
and the continual self. Bringing the 
awareness to that point within, that 
immortal self, and its experience of the 
inner worlds. Having the free will to  

Jade M Ashcroft is an 
Esoteric Artist, Musician and 

Researcher of the Arcane 
Mysteries. For years she 
played in local bands in 
Cumbria, UK and now 

performs as a Solo Acoustic 
Artist. After graduating from 

a BA Hons in Media and 
Communication she set up 
numerous websites to help 

people along their Spiritual 
Path. Surgery for the Soul, 

Esoteric Art and Enlightening 
Times are the main websites. 

During 19 years of 
investigation into the 

unexplained, she briefly 
worked as a field Investigator 
for the Mutual UFO Network 

and carried out extensive field 
investigations into 

paranormal activity in the UK 
and the United States. This 

led on to deeper research into 
the Occult. Currently Jade is 
working on the "Soulscapes 

Tarot" which is a set of 
Paintings representing her 

understanding of the Major 
and Minor Arcana from the 
Western Mystery Tradition. 

You can visit the Artist Page 
on Facebook to subscribe to 

updates.  

https://www.facebook.com/
pages/Jade-

Ashcroft/112295193409  

"The Gathering" painting is 
from the Soulscapes 

Collection of Esoteric Art. 
Oil on Canvas. 

Enlightening Times Magazine 
is a quarterly digital 

publication. It Publishes 
Work that Raises 

Consciousness and promotes 
Independence and Freedom. 

Enlightening Times UK 
Online Community is the 

place to share YOUR 
Spiritual experiences, 
Philosophy, Ideas and 

Thoughts. We are looking for 
regular contributors to write 

columns, articles, and submit 
other work For publication in 

the Magazine. Please email 
etimes@surgeryforthesoul.c

o.uk for further info.  

Read the Mag online at  
http://enlighteningtimes.co.UK/

community/node/3 
 
 

Special Thanks to Matthew Stevens for 
allowing Phenomena Magazine to attend 

The Big Awakening Conference. Intro 
and Photographs copyright of Steve - 
I.C.A.N. And Phenomena Magazine. 
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decide whether or not develop latent 
functions of intuition, or to blindly 
follow the route constructed for you by 
others. That the change which is 
needed is one of perception or simply 
changing the "way of seeing". 

Michael overstressed the importance of 
imagination and creations by 
musicians, poets, artists etc, and the 
need to have power over ones emotions 
so as not to be a slave to them. 
"intuition is an open door to 
perception" Reiterated throughout the 
lecture was the need for knowledge of 
ones self, and being in harmony with 
nature.  

He talked about the need to educate our 
children well on all the truths, and not 
the fabrications being taught in our 
schools, so that one day "evil could be 
gone from the world" No doubt there 
will be a forthcoming DVD of this 
lecture and I would highly recommend 
it! 

Phenomena Magazine: During an 
interval we ran in to Grov Moluvsky 
who was there promoting his new book 
‘We Are Waking Up.  

An interesting book covering many 
philosophical issues, conspiracies and 
much more. We will be reviewing 
Grov’s book in the near future, so... 
Watch this space... 

During the afternoon break the 
Homeleys entered the stage to bring us 
their music. Surprisingly, they were 
quite good. 

This was our first time at the newly 
developed Middleton Arena and the 
audience consisted of a healthy 350-
400 people. Books, DVDs and clothing 
was on sale to the public. All in all a 
most enjoyable day... So, what about 
the downsides...  

Well, First up, there was a bit of a 
parking issue for those visiting the 
venue via vehicle. The arena car park 

Only allowed 3 hours stay and then you 
were required to relocate your vehicle 
and pay again via pay and display 
machines. This of course costs quite a 
bit of money. Unlike many, we found a 
quiet side road to park down for free. 
Then there was the venue price itself. 
Tickets were £45.00 each and I thought 
this to be a little steep. We have visited 
many all day conferences which stretch 
to no more than £30.00 a head. 
However, this did not seem to bother 
the attendance. The lectures were 
interesting, Lee David’s of course was 
nothing new, just a slight different 
stance on Sitchin’s work who has, as 
far as we know, been debunked on a 
number of his interpretations. Never-
the-less, it was still interesting and 
Lee’s lecture had numerous interesting 
illustrations.  

Robert Green’s lecture was rather 
slow, covering most of the issues word 
for word of his websites or blogs. 
Robert did not bring with him any 
visual aids, no photos, documents, 
video... nothing. Of course, his lecture 
was rewarded with a round of applause 
at the end.  

The other lectures by Pierre, Sabak, Ian 
R. Crane and Michael Tsarion were 
very interesting and certainly held my 
attention. As to how true and accurate 
these lecturers and authors are, is 
anyone’s guess. I presume its down to 
the individual to make their own minds 
up. Never-the-less, well worth the visit. 

For those interested in these subjects, I 
would say, its well worth going along 
to one of these conference. Hopefully 
I.C.A.N. Will be holding further 
conferences in the future. Phenomena 
Magazine will be informing our readers 
when we hear of any taking place. So... 
Once again... Watch this space... 

Based in the North West of 
England, we are team of free 
thinking independent 
researchers, musicians and 
visionaries, dedicating our 
very being to the discovery of 
one’s self and the uncovering 
of the irrefutable truth. 
 
We have extensively 
observed and continue to 
study a wide range of subject 
matter relating to the state of 
our world. We have found 
that the text book syllabus 
version of historical events 
offered to us through the 
education system and 
mainstream media is full of 
flaws and disinformation that 
insults our potential to grow 
in many aspects of our own 
lives and deceivingly shapes 
the perception of how 
humanity en masse view the 
world around them. We have 
arrived at the conclusion that 
something is seriously wrong 
with life on planet earth and it 
is by no means ‘coincidental’ 
that the truth has been 
perversely concealed to a 
degree which is beyond most 
people’s imagination. We 
propose that our work will 
provide answers and 
conclusive evidence of who 
exactly is manipulating the 
blueprint of Planet Earth for 
their own means of greed and 
control. 
 
We have come across a 
plethora of false information 
in our quest for the truth. In 
order to objectively uncover 
the truth we back up all we 
state with documented facts 
enabling the brave free 
thinking individual seeking 
the real truth to free 
themselves from the mental 
chains that bind the masses in 
servitude. 

http://www.icanplanet.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phenomena Magazine Team: 
Dave Sadler, Kirst D’Raven & 
Steve Mera. 



UK UFO 
SIGHTINGS 

 

 

 

Guildford -- "I had just put our car in the garage and was walking back 
towards the house on July7, 2011, when I spotted two orange lights moving at 
speed through the sky. They were closer and much faster than a plane. Also 
they were silent and there were no flashing lights, so they were definitely not 
planes or helicopters. They were heading northwest and ended up being 
obscured by trees. I ran into upstairs to grab my camcorder and told my fiance 
what I had just seen. We looked out of the window and another orange light 
flew past fast, before I had the chance to turn on my camera. I went outside and 
saw another orange light to the north of my house and managed to get some 
brief footage of it, which shows its speed. They moved to fast to be Chinese 
lanterns and the final one came from a totally different direction than the others. 
Thanks to MUFON CMS & Filers Files. 

Borehamwood Herts -- My partner and I were out in the back garden last night 
and we both saw two UFOs. The first was at 10:25 PM, which was a spherical, 
shimmering yellow-orange object travelling north. It stayed in position for about 
30 seconds as it faded and disappeared. The second appeared at 10.40 PM, and 
was much smaller as it was much further away but similar in appearance. It 
came from the west and went towards the north, travelling for around 45 
minutes as a dot of light getting smaller until it disappeared. Thanks to Christine 
Brock & Filers Files. 

Send in your sightings to: Phenomena Magazine... 
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You know sometimes, just sometimes, 
the cretins who call themselves experts 
turn up and show just why they are 
ridiculed and bring a bad name to a 
subject in dire need of a return to 
reality. 

VANDALS have identified themselves 
after they broke into the former North 
Wales hospital and scrawled graffiti on 
the Grade II listed building. Flintshire 
Paranormal entered the dilapidated 
buildings late on June 17 and left a 
graffiti tag including the group and 
individuals’ names. 

Unfortunately Flintshire is pretty darn 
local to me, we’ll get onto the location 
shortly, one I’ve had a bee in my 
bonnet about for quite some time 

“We only went to the morgue and 
chapel as it was just too dangerous to 
try and go any further,” said Donna 
Taylor, group member.“We aren’t the 
kind of group who go around defacing 
buildings, we would never have done it 
normally but everyone in the area 
thinks it is about to be demolished, 
there is white tape all over it saying 
‘demo’. 

So you write on the walls, but don’t? 
HELLO!!! “If we had enough money 
we would ideally like to save the 
building and do it up ourselves”. 

No you wouldn’t foolish woman, it’s 
been condemned for years and 
proposals for its future have long been 
sorted. “It is an amazing place, we 
were appalled by the state other 
people had left it in.” Because dear 
lady, just like you, everybody who’s 
viewed M*** H****** and other 
similar claptrap have thought the same, 
let’s go and pretend to be Ghostbusters 
at a lovely place… Flintshire 
Paranormal claim to search and 
investigate for evidence of life after 
death and also offer ghost nights and a 
free service to businesses and home 
owners who want answers on 
paranormal activity. So does every 
other modern day twerp, can you not 
start crochet or something worthwhile, 
go back through the UPIA blogs and 
realise researching the subject isn’t 
watching TV and becoming an 
“expert” 

The graffiti was discovered and 
photographed by urban explorer Jim 
Gilette. Respect to Jim…. But… “I 
wonder if this organisation deface 
every Grade II listed building they 
visit,” said Mr Gilette. People, 
condemned and privately owned 

building… Laws… Trespass… Urgent 
repair works began on the hospital last 
week after years of vandalism, arson 
attacks and thefts. 

“Everybody is pleased that work has 
finally begun on the building so people 
need to keep out of there,” said 
Denbigh councillor Raymond Bartley.  

“Anybody who is entering the site is 
ignoring police advice to stay out; they 
are playing with their lives. “It is 
extremely dangerous in there and 
whoever has done this graffiti should 
be prosecuted.“We need to maintain 
what we can in there as a listed 
building whilst we wait for the repair 
works to be completed.” 

Ok Raymondo, so let’s put our 
Denbighshire county council hands in 
our pockets and pay for some security. 
A Denbighshire County Council 
spokeswoman said: “Due to theft, 
vandalism, many years of neglect and 
the presence of asbestos the former 
North Wales Hospital Denbigh is now 
extremely dangerous. 

“Entering the building could lead to 
serious injury and/or long term health 
problems.“ A North Wales Police 
spokesman added: “Officers in the 
town are warning individuals not to put 
themselves in danger by entering the 
disused building which is unsafe.” 

OK, what’s done is done... But let’s 
jump back a few years. Most Haunted 
at the Denbighshire facility, I was 
contacted then by the same newspaper 
which featured this story, and knowing 
the building and its alleged paranormal 
related history, was able to offer a 
thorough statement, concerning 

both the location and the debacle of 
charlatan TV. Letter Sent to a local 
Newspaper by Dave Sadler, Co-
coordinator of the UPIA: 

“As a representative of the Unknown 
Phenomena Investigation Association, 
and a serious student of paranormal 
phenomena in all its forms, I am 
disgusted at the debacle that was last 
week’s ‘Village of the Damned ‘edition 
of Most Haunted. I have not viewed this 
programme for a number of years, due 
to the highly dubious content of the 
show, so my opinion maybe slightly 
biased. This aside, due to the locality of 
the programme, and my associations 
with local venues, I felt I should watch 
given the knowledge of the appalling 
standards set by Most Haunted”. 

“A week of stupidity greeted my eyes, 
refraining from hurling my hand 
control at the TV, but still I watched 
agape. The use of séances and Ouija 
boards, as well as the pre watershed 
content, to me in the digital age 
encouraged wanna be experts and 
children to hang around dangerous, 
disused buildings at night”.  

“The use of Voodoo dolls, witchcraft 
and raising the devil using a satanic 
bible (which no Satanist has ever done) 
as well as other occult matter in mine 
and others eyes, has made a mockery of 
ancient religions in many areas”. 

“So to the hospital, and mustn’t the 
families of those ex patients viewing be 
overjoyed with the shows practices. 
Using religious rights in an area where 
in the past, the reports of paranormal 
activity, has only been related to the 
building, in no way witches, this an 
area of mythology and folklore, but  

Established for the 
serious study of 
anomalous phenomena 
the Unknown Phenomena 
Investigation Association 
was founded in 1998 to 
research, investigate and 
evaluate all disciplines of 
the paranormal genre. 

The UPIA Files is a blog 
that has been developed 
to offer interested parties 
a honest and unbiased 
account of modern day 
paranormal investigation, 
Analysis of media reports 
and images and re-
education regarding the 
likes of the 2012 reports. 
It is also hoped we may 
change the mindset of 
most modern day 
paranormal investigators, 
and fans of Media driven 
paranormal tv shows, that 
all is not as it seems. 
Natural, medical, 
physiological, 
psychological and other 
areas of known means 
can result in most 
reported Paranormal and 
UFOlogical instances and 
general media influenced 
being not as correct as 
first thought. 

Please indulge yourself 
and offer The UPIA Files 
blog to other interested 
individuals... 

More UPIA information 
can be found at 
www.upia.co.uk 

Please feel free to visit, 
The UPIA Files at:      
http://theupiafiles.wordpress.com/ 
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now giving the town of Denbigh a 
stigmata it will not soon relinquish. 
Yes tourism may be boosted, but on the 
evidence of a fraudulent TV 
programme, earning a lot of money 
out of the towns good people and 
name”. 

“Already groups of Most Haunted 
chasing wannabes are splashed all 
over the internet to pay them money to 
visit Denbigh’s locations.” 

“Consumer laws state ‘You cannot 
charge for a service you cannot prove 
you are performing’ Therefore these 
profiteering people and mediums 
which travel in their wake are 
breaking laws which are being 
overlooked. And my personal 
favourite. An Exorcist..” 

“An exorcism to clear evil influences, 
again consumer laws, and misleading 
the public comes into play. An 
exorcism is a religious blessing which 
can only be performed by an ordained 
priest, who has specific permission 
from the diocese bishop. This 
permission is generally given as a last 
resort after counselling, psychiatric 
and medical approaches have failed to 
achieve any change in a case. This 
generally works as a placebo. At 
present the catholic church has 13 
ordained exorcists, controlled by the 
Vatican. 3 Protestant (exorcists) 
deliverance ministers and since the 
1600′s no orthodox ministers. 
Therefore Who was the exorcist, why 
was he paraded as such, and why have 
most haunted stooped to these levels”? 

“The UPIA are currently undertaking 
an experiment to see how quickly and 
what procedures are in place to 
become a recognised exorcist, outside 
of reality. Overall I feel sorry for those 
misled by Most Haunted; Upset by its 
content and its continued forays into 
faked and fraudulent practices, and the 
fan base it has created. Especially my 
and other UPIA member’s thoughts go 
out to residents of the town, and family 
and friends of the hospitals former 
patients.” 

Regards 
Dave Sadler 
www.upia.co.uk 

My colleague Kirst D’Raven, best 
worded the furore created in Denbigh 
and its attraction to the amateur idiot. I 
include Kirst’s original information in 
full as to understand where I’m going 
with this…. “Once again I find myself 
in the winter of my discontent. 

Only this time, I have company... 
Hallowe’en is one of those times of 
year that you either love or hate – I 
personally love it, not for its over 
Americanised trick or treat tradition, 
its Pagan roots or its rich Celtic history 
– not even for the rehashed and 
repeated horrorfest of blood spattered 
and gore infested pap served up on TV, 
but because I’m lucky enough to be 
able to get the chance to rip the piss out 
of the barmpots who call into the radio 
phone in which we have been taking 
part for the last two years on Hallam, 
Viking and Aire FMs ‘Confessional’ 
Show with Ian and Vix.” 

“Hallowe’en is a pretty dire time for 
serious paranormal investigators. The 
press misrepresenting and twisting 
your comments regarding local 
phenomena, and you can barely step 
out of the front door without tripping 
over some no mark paranormal tourism 
company, hell bent on relieving the 
unsuspecting public of their hard 
earned in return for ‘Pay-Per-Boo’ 
‘Vigils’ in ‘Haunted’ locations…” 

“This year however, I was lucky. The 
press have been quite happy to print 
mine and UPIAs comments very 
faithfully, and as I mentioned before 
Ian and Vix know not to expect any woo
-woo from us, and quite like the fact 
that we offer the rational side of 
paranormal investigation. 
Unfortunately that hasn’t been the case 
for some of the other, more influential 
outlets. I am talking of course about 
Most Haunted Live.” 

“I can’t watch it – I’ve tried. I seem to 
suffer some kind of allergic reaction 
characterised by a shocked pallor, 
uncontrollable arm movements, 
Tourrettes like symptoms and an 
overwhelming feeling of sickness at the 
mere thought of watching it, but 
millions still do, and millions are still 
being mislead that this is actually what 
paranormal investigation is all about.” 

“I have however tried to keep abreast 
of what they have been up to down in 
Denbighshire, partly because I’m a 
nosey cow, and partly because one of 
the first texts that came into Hallam 
FM on the 30th was asking if the 
person, (called Tracey I believe), who 
had just appeared on MHL claiming to 
be the leader of UPIA North Wales was 
in any way associated with UPIA.” 

“The resounding answer (which I 
actually managed without swearing live 
across the UK airwaves) was of course 
‘Is she heck as like!! UPIA are a 

serious investigation and research 
group, not a mockery of a sham of an 
untruth!!” 

“This little incident did however draw 
my attention to some of the other 
reports of the shenanigans going down 
in deepest Wales, and for once, instead 
of being amused and slightly pissed off 
by the inane rambling of mediums, 
unproductive investigation technique 
and downright poor acting skills of the 
crew and cast, I found myself deeply 
disturbed and horrified.” 

“Firstly, the fact that the whole week 
long debacle had been subtitled 
‘Village of the Damned’ can’t have 
done anything for the areas street 
cred’. Apparently it refers to the 
dubious and probably unproven legend 
that witches practiced Satanism in the 
area and it is now cursed.”  

Three points should be made here: 

Steve Wagner stated on 
his website: 

http://paranormal.about.com/ 
 

I haven't blogged much 
about the so-called 

paranormal "reality" TV 
shows on my website 
because I really don't 
think much of them.  

They may be entertaining 
in their own way, but they 

are hardly reality.       
Very often they are 

staged, scripted, even 
faked to produce the 

needed entertainment 
value. There's very little 

"reality" about them.       
(I think this goes for just 
about every reality show 

out there, not just the 
paranormal ones.) 

This is TV, after all, and 
their primary goal is to 

engage and entertain.   
Ask any real paranormal 

investigator and they will 
tell you that 90 percent (if 

not more) of their 
investigations produce 

very little evidence; that's 
just the nature of the 

phenomena. Yet every 
investigation by the teams 

on TV produce all kinds 
of evidence, from moving 

chairs and lamps to 
ghostly manifestations to 

psychic contact.  
Virtually every time.  

That's not likely and it's 
not believable. But the 

producers have a show to 
deliver every week and it 

would be quite a 
disappointment to 
viewers if nothing 

happened. So they make 
something happen. 

The bottom line: if you 
like watching these 

shows, fine... but do not 
accept them at face value. 

 
Stephen Wagner has 

been an investigator of 
many aspects of 

paranormal phenomena 
for over 30 years. He has 

written articles for 
numerous magazines, 

including FATE, and is 
the author of "Touched 

By a Miracle: True 
Stories of Ordinary 

People and 
Extraordinary 

Experiences". He is also 
a member of Central 

New York Ghost 
Hunters.  

1. Witches? by witches do we mean the 
people who were persecuted and 
executed as witches during the 
Witchtrials, when anyone who was 
classed as an outsider, was old, 
deformed, ugly, had a cat, a wart or a 
basic knowledge of the medicinal 
properties of herbs or refused to give up 
their beliefs in the ‘old religion’ was 
prime target for a quick prod and 
torture session? 

2. Witches that practice Satanism? 
Surely witches practice Witchcraft? 
You know – like Pagans practice 
Paganism, Christians practice 
Christianity? Satanists practice 
Satanism? 

3. One of the most important facts you 
find when studying any area of the 
Occult or Magic is just how difficult it 
is to find real information. There’s a 
reason for this. It’s Secret. There’s also 
a reason why it’s secret. The Church 
doesn’t approve. Thus, anyone who 
knows anything about the occult, 
Satanism, Magic etc also knows that if 
any form of practice, celebration or 
whatever had been performed in that 
area then nobody would know about it. 
Ever. 

4. Curses. I like curses, they are 
interesting, but then I’m interested in 
psychology as a whole. The interesting 
thing about curses is they only work if 
you believe in them. That’s because it’s 
a psychological thing. If you can make a 
person believe they are going to die, 
certain physiological factors come into 
play which could actually cause death – 
but only if the person BELIEVES. Now, 
let’s apply this to a place as opposed to 
a person… err.. doesn’t work, does it? 
The pace can’t believe in the curse, the 
place is not a sentient being. 



Name and Shame 
By Dave Sadler & Kirst D’Raven - The UPIA Files 
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“So, since we have that out of the way, 
and discovered that logically there’s 
really no reason to believe that any 
activity of a paranormal nature is 
likely to occur there – or from what I 
can gather has even been reported 
there, at least not that could be 
associated with any occult practices, 
what next?” 

“Ah yes, the Asylum.. It’s a sad fact 
that in this day and age people do still 
fear mental illness – for obvious 
reasons, of course, we wouldn’t want it 
to happen to ourselves or our loved 
ones, much in the same way we 
wouldn’t want to be afflicted with 
cancer, pain or even an in-growing 
toenail.“ 

“What I find even sadder is the stigma 
which is still attached to psychiatric 
patients and their families. The 
ignorant attitude of some individuals 
that all psychiatric patients are 
dangerous, and must be restrained 
with medication, appliances or padded 
cells. The Selfish and heartless attitude 
that mental illness is something that 
we should be ashamed of, that our 
sick, chemically imbalanced, 
depressed fellows should be hidden 
away and not spoken of… this is 2008. 
This is not the age of Bedlam. Victoria 
is no longer on the Throne.” 

I must admit that through the media 
and education, society has gradually 
become more tolerant, and the 
Victorian attitude somewhat less 
apparent these days.”  

“People who as little as fifty years ago 
would have been ushered out of the 
eyesight of others are now accepted 
freely among us – and rightly so too! 
Illness is nothing to be ashamed of, 
being different is not a crime.”  

“So why in these enlightened times 
were Most Haunted allowed to show 
footage of people in straitjackets, in 
padded cells, rocking in corners? And 
did I not read somewhere that one of 
the experiments conducted featured 
members of the crew in similar 
circumstances? Just for this one 
stupid, insensitive, heartless act this 
programme should be removed from 

the listings. I read somewhere a 
statement from Antix productions (who 
make MHL) that their approach to 
filming the investigation at the asylum 
would be ’sympathetic and sensitive to 
the feelings of the families of patients 
and the patients themselves, past and 
present’ or words to that effect. 
Hmmmm…”  

“Maybe there was a typo there, maybe 
they meant ‘pathetic and insensitive’. 
Denbigh closed in 1997; I think it’s 
safe to say that there are still people 
who will have been offended by those 
scenes. The other irrational, irrelevant 
and irresponsible acts included over 
the seven days the programme was on 
air are kind of pale in comparison to 
this, but I’ll include them anyway...” 

“However... Recent research and 
experimentation by UPIA has revealed 
that there are ways and means one can 
implicate to become regarded as an  

Be Careful Who You 
Let In Your Home!!! 
 
Use a reputable 
organisation or 
establishment, do your 
homework and check 
them out first. Check into 
their conduct, protocols, 
previous investigations 
and experience.  
 
If you don’t think there 
may be concerns, check 
out the story below, 
found in a newspaper this 
year... 
 

A self-professed ghost 
hunter has denied a 
burglary charge, 
claiming she was at a 
disused rest home 
checking for spirits. 
 
Wanganui woman Billy 
Rogue, 28, claimed she 
was on a ghost-hunting 
mission at the old Jubilee 
Hospital in Wanganui, 
New Zealand on Saturday 
night and not part of a 
burglary. 
 
She told Judge John 
Clapham in the 
Wanganui District Court 
that she had no idea what 
her friends were up to at 
the hospital because she 
was busy with her 
adventure. 
 
Standing in the dock, 
Rogue was leaning out to 
the public gallery using 
sign language to her 
family sitting there. 
 
The court was told copper 
fittings had been stolen 
from the old hospital on 
Saturday night. 
 
Rogue was at the deserted 
hospital with two friends 
but insisted she was ghost
-hunting because that was 
her "hobby". 
 
When Judge Clapham 
remanded her in custody 
to February 1 2011, she 
slapped the wall and 
yelled an obscenity then 
called out, "bye sister, 
bye cousins ... love 
youse", waving as she 
was led away... 

So... Beware who you let 
in your home. For further 
advice on such matters, 
please feel free to contact 
MAPIT or UPIA at the 
following websites: 

MAPIT:                                   
http://www.mapit.kk5.org 

UPIA:                                        
http://www.upia.co.uk 

1. Invoking Satan, using the Satanic 
Bible – presumably the one readily 
available and written by Anton LaVey? 
– I actually own the book, can’t 
remember it saying how to do that, 
although it’s a long time since I read it. 
And did I hear that the ‘protection’ 
used while this invocation was 
performed was a circle of salt? Just in 
case the Devil hates salt? Surely the 
Devil is pure evil, wouldn’t think a little 
salt would bother him.. 
 
2. Performing ‘Voodoo’ rituals using a 
poppet or likeness into which pins were 
inserted to cause pain to, in this case, 
the teams “medium”. I’m told the 
medium actually had to be told where 
the pins were being inserted too, which 
is a bit disconcerting as I would have 
expected any medium who was worth 
his special most haunted devil repelling 
salt to have somehow ‘Known’ (said in 
a spooky voice) one way or another.. 
 
3. Performing Séances. Séances aren’t 
actually used as part of serious 
paranormal research, neither are table-
tilting, Ouija boards, mediums.. in fact 
any means of gaining information that 
doesn’t have at least some scientific or 
logical evidence to back it up. This kind 
of Victorian pastime is usually used by 
people who are hoping to provide 
entertainment to the masses. 
 
4. Exorcism. I’m still looking into the 
actual ins and outs of this one. An 
exorcism is a religious rite which can 
only be performed by an ordained and 
trained priest. The rite must be 
sanctioned by the bishop of the diocese, 
and is only ever used as a last resort, 
and is considered a placebo. The person 
performing the exorcism must have 
exhausted all other ways – medical, 
psychological, environmental etc – to 
resolve the problems being experienced. 

exorcist, and if one was so inclined 
possibly make some cash out of it – 
which is quite disturbing.” 

“All in all, the whole thing seems to 
have proved to be a shambles from 
start to finish. Local councils are up in 
arms.. traders in fear of their 
livelihood.. disgruntled residents 
horrified – not to mention the 
horrendous way the patients and 
families have been portrayed and the 
ancient beliefs and religions of many 
people made a mockery of – all this 
AND shown at such a time and 
glorified in such ways to actively 
encourage people – particularly the 
young and unstable – to go wandering 
around derelict buildings recreating 
this drivel! I say the young and 
unstable because to be frank you’d 
have to be to believe it in the first 
place.” 

“Personally, If I were involved with 
Most Haunted I’d give up the Ghost, so 
to speak. At the very least public 
apologies should be made for their 
irresponsible attitude, their 
insensitivity, their wrongful portrayal 
of investigative procedure and religious 
ritual. Not to mention for the damage 
they are doing to the field of 
paranormal investigation as a whole. 
This is without the obvious mention of 
the fact that from now on, a warning 
should be broadcast throughout the 
programme, informing viewers that this 
programme should be viewed for what 
it really is – Entertainment Only, and 
pretty dire entertainment at that..” 

So... My point being, Denbighshire 
county council have know the issues 
regarding the building for some time, 
unfortunately they allowed the use of 
the site by crap TV, known to attract 
the idiotic The facts have been 
available for years, the tinterweb is 
awash with images taken by 
trespassers, so why has nothing been 
done to protect the Grade II listed 
building before; And to be honest, why 
are other buildings of consequence 
around the UK also being protected. 
The Deva asylum facility in Chester is 
another favourite of the buffoons, and 
that’s just two in one article... Pull your 
finger out people, if one of these arses 
does get injured, who’s liable? 

And Flintshire Paranormal,.. I name 
and shame you. Let’s face it, I 
guarantee somewhere your promoting 
yourselves as professional, reliable, 
honest and scientific. And people are 
letting you into their homes…. And its 
they I feel sorry for... 



 

Philadelphia Wxperiment Update. 
By Mr. Pocklington 

The 1960s writer on occult subjects known as Lobsang Rampa, caused a sensation when he documented the Philadelphia experiment, and the 
reverberations still echo across pages of many books and magazines today, 45 years later. Experts still argue over whether he or his books were 
genuine, But recently a renegade scientist has duplicated the disputed Philadelphia experiments. To recapitulate, the U. S. S. Philadelphia was said to 
be an American ship on which an invisibility cloak was to be tested in the 1940s. A peculiar tragedy struck and as a cover up the ships log was altered, 
causing those interested parties to ask why was it so badly and hurriedly erased from the Naval records ?  

Scientists involved were then moved to the Manhattan project, which was ridden with soviet agents, and with the death of top Soviet analyst Georgi 
Arbatov on October 1st. Papers can be disclosed of how much the Soviets knew of the Philadelphia experiment and the total Manhattan project. 
Physicists who witnessed the new phenomenon have called the amazing experiments “The Hutchinson Effect”, John Hutchinson admits he based his 
ideas on his childhood heroes, Gene Roddenberry and Nicola Tesla.  

He has shown how with Tesla coils, kilner static gyroscopes, Van Der Graaf generators radio frequency generators, radar and other technical 
wizardry, how to warp the laws of physics and baffle the scientists, he says he just stumbled on how to raise a large steel bar from the floor, and do 
other levitations. Closely written reports of glass bottles, tools, paper and other items shot across the room, and as in the Roswell reports, hard metal 
turned to putty, wood has been seen to embed itself into solid aluminium bars, and concrete burst into flames, as in other U.F.O reports. The U S 
military since 1983 have sponsored his experiments, setting up a rival lab to monitor all effects, in 1984, with no further results. Hutchinson has worked 
with scientists from Japan, Germany and the U.S. some times the results work other times they do not, but always filmed in close up. One day we may 
learn what goes on in the small military watched laboratory in Vancouver, until then we too may only speculate... 

 

 

www.TStokes.co.uk  

Further reading; Lobsang Rampa; The Third Eye, Dr. From Lhasa, You Forever.  
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